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ANALYSIS

I

N MOST world questions Britain today has only a minor
influence : the follies o f the last fifteen years have reduced
us to this position under the leadership o f men who are still in power.
It is necessary to face this present fact without doubting for a moment
that the future can transcend even the past, when England accepts
her destiny as the influence which brings union instead o f division
to Europe.
In the meantime it is perhaps more interesting to consider a grave
matter which is entirely under our own control than to follow the
battered and bedraggled form o f British statesmanship as it is
lugged and buffeted through the thorny jungles of Asia by the
wilder horses of American policy ; we have at least some confidence
that they will stop short of the last and fatal plunge of world war.
The Americans have suddenly realised the difficulties of land war
in Asia, which have so often been stressed in these pages : it is
probably too much to hope that they have yet been converted to
the policy of “ Hold Europe — leave Asia,” whose corollary in
the Far East would be a defence line running through Japan and
the Pacific islands, which could be held by sea and air power.
A t present they are resting on the sad reflection that their bomb is
too large for small wars and their army is too small for big wars.
We have long been convinced that open war is now very unlikely,
because both sides will be afraid o f the weapons it will involve.
It is more than ever probable that a new technique o f politicalmilitary struggle will eventually be introduced by the Russians,
as soon as complete paralysis has gripped the old military body.
This renders more urgent the taking o f adequate security measures
against the deep Communist infiltration o f the Western system
which has already occurred. On the evidence available it appears •
that the British ruling hierarchy is more seriously penetrated than
any other, although the English people are much less conscious o f
the danger than the less gravely affected Americans : all the
investigations in America have not hitherto revealed anything so
disastrous as the portents which, without any investigation have
revealed themselves in Britain — Fuchs, Pontecorvo, Burgess and
Maclean. The case of the missing diplomats has recently come
again into prominence ; it was revealed in detail in The European
as long ago as April 1953. All the questions remained unanswered ;
3
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it will not do — they will have to be answered — and, in the end,
the whole great apparatus o f old politics and new bureaucracy
will fail to block the enquiry.
Why was it that these two prominent officials o f the Foreign
Office were not only retained but promoted long after they were
well known to a wide circle as self declared Communists (vide
Mr. Connolly’s book in addition to much other available evidence)?
Why did they receive this promotion when their private characters
plainly unfitted them for high and confidential office, to the know
ledge of a great many people ? The Foreign Office must have known
all about Maclean’s wild record of drunken hysteria in Cairo,
which culminated in six months’ treatment by a psycho-analyst.
After that he was made head of the American Departm ent in the
Foreign Office. No adequate explanation o f this extraordinary
event has ever been given ; no effective questions have been asked
in Parliament — the hush is all-pervading and complete.
How was it that after this record Maclean and Burgess were
able to disappear without notice by the Security Services, and to
reappear — as years later is now grudgingly admitted — behind
the Iron Curtain? How did they get there ; who helped them?
Someone must have done it. Obviously, some officials in the
Foreign Office know all about it, and will not tell.
Stranger still is the subsequent disappearance o f Mrs. Maclean.
We have already remarked that it would have been a pointless
piece of bullying to prevent M ts. Maclean joining her husband,
as well as an infringement o f the constitutional liberty o f the
English subject; she had presumably no secrets to carry. But
her journey to Switzerland, and sojourn in that country, provided
a golden opportunity for our security forces to find out the facts,
if they did not know them already. Why was she not shadowed
all the time? Why could it not be established whether or not
her husband met her in Switzerland? O r were the facts known
all the time and the British public kept deliberately in the dark?
If so, why? To shelter whom? If Mrs. Maclean had not been
molested, but had been followed, our security forces would alm ost
certainly have been led to the centre o f a great ring o f Soviet
agents. Russia must surely have assumed th at this was the case,
and subsequently rearranged matters accordingly. There can
therefore be no possible point in concealing the whole story any
longer — except on e— the protection o f the guilty in high places.
No one in his senses can believe that these avowed Communists
4:
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secured their appointments to key positions in the service of
Britain, and subsequently effected not only their escape but th at of
Maclean’s family without collaborators in key positions. Who
are their protectors? Where are they? They are still in the posts
o f power, and the life of England is threatened a t its vitals.
McCarthy and the English Parliament
This ,is n ot a matter o f witch hunting but o f life saving. It is
not good enough to say this is all McCarthyism and beneath the
consideration o f the gentlemen of England (headed by M r. Herbert
Morrison).
McCarthy has emerged into prominence because he had the
courage to persist in asking really searching questions about a
mortal danger ; no one in the English Parliament has had the
guts to do the same thing, and it is only in Parliament th a t the
facts can be elicited. In England the power o f the old party machine
remains in complete command until the full force o f the coming
storm hits the rotten structure ; it is not a reassuring prospect.
In America progress has been made because penetrating
questions have been asked within the competent authority ; either
facts have been discovered or the questioning has impelled the
administration to take action (and it will take a lot to convince
the ordinary man that so much action would have been taken
without so much questioning).
For a moment this interrogation was checked by the strong red
herring o f the case o f Private Schine. It is none o f o u r business,
except that indirectly it affects the whole w e st; also it is difficult
to follow such an affair closely from a distance. But certain definite
impressions may be left by this encounter on the minds o f impartial
outsiders, who have no personal knowledge either o f M cCarthy or
his opponents.
Senator McCarthy’s able and vigorous legal assistant appears
to have approached the army on behalf o f his friend Schine in a
fashion which all regular soldiers would greatly resent, and with
justification in the light o f the army’s whole traditions. Toleration
rather than active participation appears to be the only charge
that could fairly be levelled a t this stage against Senator McCarthy.
A t this point the McCarthy machine seems rather to have lacked
the “ pervading influence o f a commanding m ind ” . But when
his impetuous subordinates had rushed into trouble McCarthy
showed a loyalty and steadfastness in their defence which is perhaps.
5
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the best evidence of some greatness in his character so far available.
Loyalty goes both ways — up and down — and this knowledge is
deep in the nature of all who are bom to the leadership o f men.
The first real examples o f a man’s political w orth are nearly always
provided by the actions which his enemies most denounce. On
this occasion, carelessness in the opening rounds, covered by a
fighting comeback, were the characteristics o f McCarthy. In the
outcome the official world has failed to block for long the progress
o f enquiry ; within the square ring o f American democracy it was
a hard hitting and quite sporting rally.
In England, on the contrary, our leading democrats discard the
last pretences of democracy. M r. Morrison flatly told the world
that if a Select Committee in the English Parliament began behaving
in a way he disapproved, the two great parties w ould combine to
suppress it — and its chairman. N o • awkward questions for
Mr. Morrison : nothing embarrassing for the master o f Transport
House. So spoke cock sparrow ; before long the wind may ruffle
the drab feathers of that pert complacency.
Indo China In Indo China, Frenchmen (and Germans) have died in the quarrel
of all Europe and America. We believe th a t E urope should not
be in Asia, but we do not betray our friends. W e stand by France,
while we seek to convince the Western world o f safer and greater
policies.
The divisions which appeared in W estern policy a t Geneva
confirmed again the impression that nothing o n our side is ever
thought out in advance. In face o f an unforeseen situation M r.
Eden was left to gyrate in those small circles o f ineffective and
undurable compromise which are always hailed by his sycophantic
press as the movements o f a moderate and sagacious statesman
ship. His chief triumph seems likely to be a belated permission to
join A N Z U ; it was a strange paradox th a t Britain should be
excluded from arrangements for the defence o f British Empire,
and Mr. Eden’s simple me-tooism may eventually succeed when the
entrance fee can buy little but trouble in a muddle which has already
been made. Such are the present triumphs o f British statesman
ship, modified only by a pronouncement from Pekin th a t Britain
has recognised the government o f M ao, bu t th at his government has
not yet recognised Great Britain. (Figaro 6.5.54).
EURO PEA N.
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THE ROLE OF EUROPE
by Dr. OTTO STRASSER
H E American Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, has
rendered all Europeans a great service in showing us the
depths to which we have sunk. During the 14-16 December
NATO Conference in Paris, America’s premier statesman communi
cated to Europeans Washington’s latest orders to bring to an
immediate end their centuries-old histories as independent peoples
and unite into one great melting pot along the lines laid down
by the U.S.A. If this command is not obeyed — then, declared
M r. Dulles with laudable candour, the unreasonable Europeans
would be punished by receiving not a single penny more from
America and further, the .United States would be forced to abandon
them to the tender mercies o f the Russians. If, however, they were
obedient and followed their orders from Washington, they could
be sure o f being rewarded with further dollars — and even
American atom bombs with which to defend themselves (and the
U.S.A.) against Russia.
■ ..
It is necessary to read Mr. Dulles’ exact words in order to fully
appreciate the American ultimatum. The New York Times o f
15 December quoted the following highlights of Mr. Dulles’
statem ent; some o f which he made at the NATO meeting itself
and others at a news conference in connection therewith : “ . . . .
The United States is primarily concerned that European civilization
should survive and prosper. This cannot be without a European
community in which will be combined, indissolubly, the interests
and capacities of two great nations at the heart of Europe, France
and Germany. It would be difficult for me to exaggerate the
anxiety with which our people await the consummation of this
historic act (sic). If, however, the European Defence Community
should not become effective ; if France and Germany remain
apart, so that they would again be potential enemies, then indeed
there would be grave doubt whether Continental Europe could
be made a place of safety. That would compel an agonising re
appraisal of basic United States policy. If West Europe is to develop
a political, economic and military unity which includes France and
Germany, that must happen so o n .. . . ” Dulles enlarged upon
this at a press conference later when he said : “ As we see it, our
European policy is to make Europe a strong and safe home for

T
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western civilization___ As we see it, the post-war planning of
western Europe is designed to correct some o f these serious mistakes
of the past and to create a situation where the Western nations
will cease this suicidal strife in which they have engaged in recent
centuries. At the heart o f that, o f course, there are allied to the
great powers, France and Germany, and we understand the policy
of Continental European countries is to create a union here which
will make it impossible for that strife to break out a g a in .. . . If,
contrary to our hopes and beliefs, it should not happen th at way,,
it would force from the United States an agonising reappraisal'
o f its foreign policies___ The United States was interested
primarily in the unification o f France and Germany, which would
make it not only unlikely but impossible for France and Germany
to fight each other again. Two W orld W ars have come o u t of
that situation and yet if there were another w ar to come o u t o f it,
that would be their responsibility and that possibility would require
the United States to reconsider its policy very basically.. . If
they (the Western countries) decide to comm it suicide they may
have to commit it alone.
As will be seen, the above observations o f the American Secretary
of State are distinguished not so much by their intelligence o r
their historical accuracy as by their unmatched hypocrisy ; their
thinly-veiled threats. The whole world is shivering with appre
hension at the possible clash Of the two atomic giants, Russia and
America — each of which power is seeking by any and all means
to force the other peoples o f the globe to take part on one side
or the other in the cold war o f today and the shooting w ar o f to
morrow. That either o f these Goliaths should attem pt to shove
in advance of hostilities the blame for W orld W ar III onto the
shoulders of other nations — is both obscene and absurd. Germans,
in fact, may quite rightly retort that the Franco-German rivalry
was not in itself sufficient to lead to two world wars — rather the
intervention in that conflict by outside powers — particularly the
United States — which caused the spread o f the unrest. W ithout
this interference on the part o f non-European forces, the conflict
would have remained a local one — as the G ran Chaco w ar between
Bolivia and Paraguay was kept local for the simple reason th at no
outside power thrust itself into the dispute. Try to imagine the
howls of wild indignation from Washington if Hitler had entered
that war on Paraguay’s side — o r if Stalin had sent troops to aid
Bolivia ! !
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It is most unfortunate that Russia and the United States have
seen fit to enmesh themselves in European affairs — and it is to
be desperately regretted that, simultaneously with the momentous
notice that was served on the world on 2 December 1823, no
similar “ Monroe Doctrine ” for Europe was promulgated to
protect our Continent from interference by outsiders. Had some
thing o f the kind happened, then most certainly the world’s history
during these past one hundred and twenty-five years would have
taken a different — and a better — course. Thus, the American
Secretary o f State’s threat that America will in the future remain
aloof from inter-European affairs, is ravishing music to the ears
o f every true European. The actual carrying out of such a welcome
threat would do more to relieve the present world tension than the
pumping of American atomic weapons into West Germany and
the indefinite retention of American air, land and sea forces strewn
all over Europe.
O f course, the inevitable and threadbare argument will immediately
be made that such a course would leave Europe “ undefended against
the Russians ” , T o speak o f the “ defence o f Europe ” a t all
is an insult to a good half of the Continent which, over eight years
ago was handed to the same Russians by Franklin D . R oosevelt;
thus the ghastly fate against which these solicitous planners in
Washington so feverishly warn us today has already befallen a
huge percentage o f our peoples. For these millions, there is
nothing left to “ defend ” . The ancient enemy from the steppes
has already come — to bum and plunder ; to kill and oppress.
However, let us consider nevertheless the much-discussed
“ defence o f Europe ” issue. It surely cannot be that the world
has so soon forgotten how, twice within thirty years, Germany
alone, using only half her strength — brought Russia to her knees.
The fact that it was American help which saved the Bolsheviks
this last time, makes it rather difficult for patriotic Europeans to
sympathise with Mr. Dulles’ discomfiture over the present strength
of the Soviet Union. If only Europe is left alone, Europe can and
will take care of every threat from Russia — o r from anywhere
else. As proof of this, one has only to recall the severe punishment
which Germany — a comparatively small nation — was able to
inflict on the Soviet Union with one hand, while staving off the
battle-fresh and well-equipped Americans with her other.
But the politicians who so coolly plan o ur future are just as
aware of these things as we are. W hat they do n o t say in their
9
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pretty speeches is that the last thing on earth they want is a
Germany truly strong — strong enough to take on the Russians
again — and alone, if need be. It is this which makes all this
lying chatter about “ saving ” Europe and its “ civilization ” so
painfully embarrassing to hear ; whether in English, French or
Bonn German. I f Europe is indeed so decadent that it cannot
exist without external support, then no am ount o f American dollars
or atomic cannon can possibly save it anyway. A tree drained o f
its inner vitality cannot be helped by propping up its dead branches.
Europe, however, is neither a dead n or a dying tree. She is
full of the inner vitality which has its source in her national and
cultural differences — and this is something which M r. Dulles
and the other apostles o f a so-called “ integration policy for
Europe ” have failed to take into account. It is th a t blessed in
dividuality of each nation of our Continent — it is those rich shades
and degrees of difference between us ; whether they be cultural,
economic, military or political — which go to m ake up the founda
tion of Europe’s greatness — which give shape and colour to the
culture, to the soul of Europe ! 1
We Europeans are sick unto death o f hearing this idiotic
demagoguery about how “ necessary ” it is for Europe to “ unite ” ! !
We are Spaniards and Italians ; Frenchmen, Germans and Poles.
We are Swiss, Danes and Swedes — we are Dutchmen, Greeks,
Bulgars and Lichtensteiners — and only therefore and in so fa r
are we “ Europeans ” . The moment in which Europe allows herself
to be forced, for practical considerations, into one great hodge
podge unit (“ Your production would be so m uch cheaper,” we
are told by the Baruchs, the Dulles and the M onets — while they
figure gleefully how much more interest their “ United Europe ”
could pay to the World Bank) — will be the mom ent in which
Europe relinquishes her meaning and her mission ; ju st as England
would sacrifice her meaning and her mission if she gave up the
Commonwealth."
The United States and the Soviet U nion have given practical
demonstrations o f how to organise production on a vast scale —
of how to turn hundreds of millions o f hum an beings into faceless
robots. Europe is not needed fo r this purpose. B ut neither was
it Russia and America who shared our Crusades and our Renaissance
— or inspired our nations both large and small to record their
souls forever in the most glorious music, sculpture, literature and
painting that the Occident has ever known.
10
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We nationalist Europeans envy neither the political philosophy
o f the Soviets nor the Americans’ economic standard. We have
n ot the slightest desire to rival their production figures or their
atom bombs. We are also aware th at we cannot compete with
them in these fields if we do not wish to lose our identity — and
we are deeply convinced that our survival will have meaning only
if we remain Europeans.
i We have lived our lives and fulfilled our missions for two thousand
years without Russia and without the United States. We intend
to go on doing just that.

A REPLY TO DR. STRASSER
by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY.
STRASSER and I want different things. He desires
Europe to be permanently divided into separate nations
which, in slightly varying forms, have existed in our Continent
for some centuries.
I want “ Europe a Nation
an Europe integrated to the degree
o f Great Britain after the union of England, Wales and Scotland,
or o f Germany after the life work of Bismarck. Unless I greatly
misunderstand Dr. Strasser this is the issue between us, and the
sooner it is the subject o f an intellectual decision the better. It
is not an issue between those who love the richly varied culture o f
Europe and those who desire to reduce it to an American or Russian
“ hodge-podge unit ” ; it is not an issue between those who cherish
the individual industries, the craftsmanship o f Europe, and those
who desire to subject us to a robot capitalist system in pawn to a
“ world bank ” : the issue is between people who are both steeped
in the national traditions of Europe and are both determined that
the character, culture and material strength of our continent shall
neither be submerged in alien influences nor remain dependent
on an outside power. We differ profoundly on the method whereby
a strong and independent Europe may be secured ; we differ also,
it seems, on the whole structure of the Europe which we wish to

D
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secure.
Dr. Strasser desires us to continue to think as Germans, French
men or Englishmen ; and I will oblige him by beginning to think
as an Englishman, although I have recently devoted several years
to thinking as a European. It is supposed to be the habit o f the
English to think only in practical terms and to leave theory to
the Germans. In reality the English have won their world by
their political skill and have then thrown it away by their incapacity
for resolute, consistent and systematic organisation. The Germans
in various ways, and on several occasions, have nearly won their
world by their genius for organisation bu t have then thrown it
away by lack o f political skill which caused a combination o f the
rest of mankind against them. It has long seemed to me th at a
synthesis of English and German qualities could be o f some benefit
to Europe and to humanity in general, particularly if the French
could add to the consequent stability some knowledge o f how to
live which, in different degree, we both urgently require.
But let us begin with the Englishman’s practical question con
cerning the actual situation which confronts us. The English habit
of ignoring the past is made easier by the fact th a t 1 have no
responsibility for i t ; I spent several years in gaol for my political
opposition to the series of crimes and blunders which are stigmatised
by Dr. Strasser. I am concerned with present facts, and nothing
else. The main fact is that our only present protection against
Russian power is American power. D r. Strasser, in the strange
company of Mr. Bevan and General de Gaulle, wants to get rid
of American power from Europe. M r. Bevan believes that
American money will still be available for the support o f his indigent
Asiatic friends, and for the maintenance o f the Labour Party in
office, while he loads America with insults. General de Gaulle
suffers from the similar delusion that he can continue to use
Americans for his own purposes while denying all their policies,
if he “ smiles ” at them (it must be the most seductive smile since
Mona Lisa). Dr. Strasser labours under no such illusions ; he
wants to get rid of America and to substitute the G erm an army
as the protector of Europe. This at any rate is still an intelligible,
and was once a practical, proposition. (It will be believed that it
is possible for me to approach this subject without prejudice as there
are not many other Europeans who have had so many friends among
Germany’s soldiers and more realisitc politicians.) ■
There are two simple but ineluctable objections to D r. Strasser’s
12
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proposal that the German army should be the protector of Europe
after the withdrawal of America. Firstly, the rest of Europe would
not stand for it because they think it would mean a German
hegemony. Secondly, the German army in present conditions
cannot be put into a position to defend Europe. The idea of the
German army now replacing America as the protector o f Europe
shows a truly remarkable lack of realism ; it is a crude repetition
of that chronic incapacity to understand what other people are
feeling and thinking, which was the most fatal element in the old
German lack of political skill. He must realise that the proposal
simply will not work. N ot only is it quite impracticable after
two world wars in the course o f a generation ; it is the worst dis
service to the Gentian cause. Any suggestion of German hegemony
is now the surest way to frustrate Germany’s right to take her place
in the family of Europe with the influence which her character
and abilities can justly command. Inside, Germany can do every
thing ; outside, nothing : realisation o f that fact is the beginning
o f political skill.
A denial that the Germany army can be put into the position o f
defending Europe in modem conditions is more difficult to under
stand without some attention to Russian policy and the development
of modern science. Does anyone imagine that the Russian army
is going to stand idly by while a German army is being trained to
defend Europe after an American withdrawal? Russia would
inevitably think that this army would attack her directly it was
ready, in order to regain the lost German territories. Russia
would march at once to prevent the organisation o f such an army,
if the Americans with their supply o f hydrogen bombs had aban
doned Europe. We shall get back the lost territories o f Europe
in the end, not by the marching o f old-world armies o r by the
launching o f new-world bombs but by the development o f a new
political technique which I have described in other writings. But
the surest way to destroy all practical plans for the restoration
of Europe would be to precipitate a Russian invasion o f a Continent
rendered defenceless by an improvident policy.
Dr. Strasser writes that an announcement o f American with
drawal would be “ ravishing music to the ears o f any true
European ” ; in sad practice it would not be music that did the
ravishing.
But let us suppose that the first stage o f this fantasy be translated
into reality ; let us assume that a powerful German army could
13
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be trained and brought into existence without Russian intervention.
What would be the effective strength even o f Germany’s 1939 army
in present conditions? Could that army march in Europe’s defence
if every city in Germany were devastated by H -bom bs? Before
armies could even enter the field, Germany and her European
associates would have to produce sufficient H-bombs to deter the
use of that weapon by the Russians. It would be necessary also
to develop and perfect atomic artillery, which is likely soon to be
the decisive land arm. I t may also be a hard thing for many
Germans to realise, but it is likely soon to be a fact, th at the old
style armies will be completely out o f date. The future o f power
politics may rest in a no-man’s land between the political and
military sphere, which the Russians will certainly be the first to
enter. (I have attempted to define this situation in other writings.)
Whether the present factors in the balance o f strength remain
the same or change radically, one thing is certain : the follies
of the past have imposed such a fatal handicap on Europe in general
and on European science in particular, th at it would be some time
before we could match the Russians in any field if the Americans
withdrew. In the interval there would be nothing to stop an
omnipotent Russian army marching to the Channel coast, and seek
ing also to compel the surrender o f England with threat o f the
H-bomb. What is there now to stop them, i f the Americans are
not there? The answer is nothing — nothing a t all — and all
Europe knows it.
Dr. Strasser and those who think with him live in a world of
simple illusions. We oppose them, not because we desire American
rule, but because we are determined th at Europe shall live. A t
present we live under America ; w ithout America we should live
under Russia. The difference is th at under America Europe still
lives and under Russia Europe would be dead. Because we are alive
we can devise means not only to live b u t to be free. W hat are they ?
The first necessity is to unite Europe under cover o f the existing
American strength; precisely the policy which D r. Strasser
opposes. We have not much time to do it because, when the
Russians catch up with the American lead in H-bom b production,
the Russian army will again be in a position to prevent European
union and armament. At present we Europeans can unite and
arm for our defence; the more Germany is integrated with the
rest of Europe the more can German strength be used for that
defence without inhibiting fears, and the greater will be the future
14
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role o f the Germans within Europe. W hat D r. Strasser regards
as the greatest menace from America is precisely our greatest
fortune ; America wants us to unite. In this respect we are better
placed than Bismarck, whose union of Germany was impeded rather
than protected by outside powers ; in fact he would have had
scant chance o f success without possession of the Prussian army,
which, for reasons already stated, cannot at present be a t Europe’s
disposal. It does not matter why America wants us to unite ;
it may be for idealistic or most materialistic reasons — the question
is irrelevant to the practical result, although I believe the majority
o f Americans to be idealistic in this matter. W hen two hundred
and seventy million Europeans have come together with the strength
o f a united nation we shall be much too powerful to be governed
from Wall Street or to be threatened by a barbarian invasion from
the eastern steppes. If we are then subject either to America or
to Russia it will be our own f a u lt; a deliberate suicide. Why
should we be dependent upon American finance when we have the
productive power o f all Europe and, also, the raw materials o f
Africa, which we possess, and of South America, which we shall
inevitably attract. If we accept American aid to reconstruct
Europe (for which, on terms, we should be grateful) it would be
on defined conditions, and for a specified reward, which we should
decide in negotiation between equals. In that situation the fear
of a hundred and seventy million Russians matching the man
power, the productive power and, above all, the science of two
hundred and seventy million Europeans will pass from the sphere
of present nightmare to join dead memories o f Genghis Khan.
Dr. Strasser is obsessed by the naive belief that a united Europe
will pursue the policies of Sir Winston Churchill and Dr. Adenauer ;
therefore we should abandon the idea of European union. He
might as well argue that we should abandon England and Germany
because our countries are at present commanded by the policies
o f these two gentlemen. Within the union of Europe there would
a t first be many conflicting policies between which the people o f
Europe must decide ; we shall win in the end by the logic of events
and by the greater strength and vitality of our ideas (in fact, we
have an idea and they have not). The union o f Europe and all
th at it implies does not belong to these gentlemen ; we were long
before them with the conception, and we are still ahead of them
in its development (e.g. my essay The World Alternative published
1936 in the Fascist Quarterly and in Geopolitik ; also my post-war
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writings directly we got out o f Churchill’s gaols ; also the great
contribution made to the idea o f European union by many other
Europeans).
Our present ideas o f policy within European union is entirely
different from their policy ; for example, my recent definition
of European Socialism. Why should it be assumed th at the fact
of being large and strong will make us similar to America or
Russia ; it is surely a paradox to believe th at being powerful is
to lose identity. Dr. Strasser fears that modern industrial methods
may change the character o f Europe ; it is open to him to persuade
his fellow Europeans within such a society to keep industry on a
small craft basis, if he can. F or my part I should recommend
that basic industries should be conducted by mass production
methods, and that on this strong and solid basis a super-structure
of infinite variety should be erected. But it is for Europe to choose
and, once it has gained unity and independence, it can choose.
Why also should we lose our particular national cultures within
the larger whole? Scottish characteristics and culture are no m ore
lost within Great Britain than Bavarian characteristics and culture
are lost within Germany ; on the contrary they are most tenaciously
maintained. The Secretary of our Movement is a Scot who sees,
eye to eye with me on all British and European questions. When
he attends a Burns’ Night and eats haggis, I do not desire to suppress
his local culture, and I certainly do not desire to share it ; as an
Englishman it is entirely alien both to my mind and my stomach;—
incomprehensible and indigestible. In every sympathy I find myself
much nearer to Goethe than to Burns ; also at least as near to
Goethe as to Shakespeare. On more than one occasion, too, I
have observed a Prussian feeling rather more affinity with an
Englishman than with an Austrian, and who will deny th a t an
Austrian sometimes shares more English sentiments than Prussian?
These present national divisions are not so definite and crude as
they appear at first sig h t; the strands of European life are strangely
interwoven.
The barriers between us are language, and memories o f past
wars. Both, in different degrees, are temporary. Even in my
lifetime the enmity of memory has shifted in the English mind
from France to Germany, and is now moving on to Russia. With
out barriers of language, and memories o f war, can anyone with
knowledge of Europe doubt that a Norman Frenchm an would
feel himself nearer to a German o f the northern plains, or to an
16
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Englishman, than to a native of Marseilles? Memories o f power
politics fade rapidly with fresh necessity ; the barriers o f language
await the demolition of education, but they, too, will pass. Already
they do not exist for any educated European with an adequate
knowledge o f even the three main languages.
One of the great myths, also, is that the divisions of language
and of national tradition are decisive in the mass of the workers.
I will guarantee that a speech in East London on behalf of the workers
o f East Berlin during the recent struggle with Russian oppression
evoked as least as strong a response as a speech in the same place on
behalf of the workers of Durham and Lanarkshire during the British
General Strike. Most of the workers of East London have no more
met and known personally the workers o f Durham and Lanarkshire
than they have met and known personally the workers of East
Berlin ; in both issues they experienced a practical and idealistic
sense of solidarity with men o f the same kind and species in face
o f oppression. When we speak of East Berlin in East London,
and great emotion is evoked by a sense of the European spirit,
we are in practice achieving that “ extension o f patriotism ” o f
which I wrote in 1947. In face of great odds, and in still unsuitable
conditions, the new Movement advances slowly ; but it lives.
Let us not delude ourselves with the inhibiting pessimism that these
things are impossible. The real Europe has existed for three
thousand years, and these shifting barricades which separate us
are of more recent and man-made origin. I f it had not been for
th at little muddle after the death o f Charlemagne, a united Europe
might have been strong enough to prevent the neighbouring island
grabbing most o f the world. As it is, English experience may now
be o f some assistance in helping Europe (of which we are a part
despite every crime and folly o f our present rulers) to preserve
nearly everything which still matters in the world. Let us not
think in terms o f Eden and Adenauer, of post-war French and
Italian experiences ; let us not even think in terms o f 1914, 1939,
or o f the nineteenth century ; let us not think in terms o f little
history but o f great history ; let us dare even to think biologically
as well as historically, even if we offend those who can see n o
difference between a racehorse and a donkey. Three thousand
years o f this genius — the European mind and spirit — belong
to us all. M uch as we love our countries we shall grow to realise
that the proudest words spoken on earth since “ Civis Romanus
su m ” will be “ I am a E uropean” .
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PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND
ECONOMICS AT OXFORD
by ALEXANDER RAVEN

S

INCE THE 1920s a new course has been instituted a t Oxford,
known by its initials as P.P.E. but referred to as “ PEP ” for
reasons that are obvious after studying its implications. Regarded
as the contemporary equivalent o f the former “ Greats,” it retains
none of the broad outlook and tolerance of the earlier course, but
has the effect of narrowly conditioning the minds of those who fall
under its influence — hence the view that it is a series o f “ PEP ”
talks to those who wish to enter the political or administrative
life of the country, calling upon them to support the existing order
of society.
The letters P.P.E. stand for Philosophy, Politics and Economics,
into which the course is divided, and it has become the recognised
vehicle for undergraduates who wish to enter the diplomatic or
civil service — that is to say, join the inflated bureaucracy which
to-day offers greater prospects to the ambitious than do commerce
and industry. It has become a test o f the orthodoxy o f the opinions
o f those who are to become the rulers and administrators o f the
future.
Beginning with Philosophy, we find that, far from giving a broad
outline of the philosophic thought o f mankind from the days o f
Ancient Greece to modern times, ,the course is entirely confined to
propagating belief in “ logico-positivism,” whatever this latest
piece o f donnish jargon may mean, and in condemning all those
thinkers from Plato to Hegel who have regarded society as possessing
a life and purpose of its own. Indeed, students would seem to be
directed deliberately to that egocentric outlook th at began with
Descartes’ Cogito ergo sum and culminated in this country with
Berkeley, Locke and Hume, the first o f whom adopted such a selfcentred philosophy that he had to bring G od himself down as a
modern Deus ex Machina to convince himself th at the external
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world had any reality a t all, other than its im pact on his ego in a
series o f possibly illusory phenomena.
Dr. Popper is, o f course, the high priest o f this latest cult, rejecting
in extremely unacademic terms all suggestion th at the individual
is part o f any higher social purpose, and condemning all those
he terms “ historidsts ” who see in history the unfolding o f a
systematic purpose. Indeed, he goes so far as to state categorically
that “ History is meaningless ” . This implies the rejection n o t
only o f Plato an d Hegel, b ut also o f Hobbes, and even Rousseau
who dared to speak o f a “ common will ” .
Essentially, the course implants in the minds o f undergraduates
the out-dated and unscientific proposition th at society is a mere
mechanism for the gratification o f the needs o f the individual, and
those who compare notes with their fellow-students in the medical
school may be puzzled to account for the fact th at modern medicine
has long rejected the nineteenth century fallacy th at the hum an body
is a mere mechanism, and finds that it must regard it as an organic
whole in which m ind and m atter interact in the m ost complicated
manner. The same proposition should apply to society, according
to the age-old arguments o f Plato’s Republic.
Medicine is free to reach such a conclusion, b u t th e adherent
o f ,l logico-positivism ” is not — because o f the unfortunate political
consequences o f such a belief, anathema to the present individualist
order o f society. This leaves the Hegelians of M erton stranded
on an heretical sandbank o f their own, compelled to their chagrin
to give their own undergraduates special tuition in “ society as a
vehicle for individualist aspiration ” so that they are n o t
“ ploughed ” in their P.P.E. examinations through the expression
of heretical opinions.
After this preliminary Philosophic preparation, it is scarcely
surprising that the Political part o f the course assumes as a m atter
beyond dispute that the present party political system o f parlia
mentary government is the be-all and end-all o f political
organisation. Liberalism, which has triumphed over both re
actionary Conservatism and revolutionary Marxism, comes here
into full flower. It is assumed beyond all reason that individual
rights and privileges sum up to general wellbeing and security,
and that the creaking machinery of parliam entary government
offers a sufficient means o f reform to m aintain society as a “ vehicle
for individualist aspiration ” .
This state o f mind rejects as entirely superfluous all study o f
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other rival systems of government, either Marxist or (how the dons
shudder at the word) “ Fascist
N or is there any attem pt to
investigate corporative systems, much less such heresies as
Syndicalism, despite the strong influence which these ideas have
had in southern Europe within the last century. Any suggestion
that legislatures might be elected on occupational lines, with the
elimination of parties based on class, is not even considered.
According to P.P.E. there is only one political orthodoxy — th at
of party politics — despite the fact that party politicians and their
system are leading to increasing uncertainty, general frustration
and lack of faith in the future. Nevertheless, undergraduates must
accept this orthodoxy — if, that is to say, they are to have any hope
of successful future careers in the administration.
All this is but a preparation for the apotheosis o f the course
in Economics which, in the modern world, is decisive ; determining
both the political and philosophic views o f the day through its
control over the essential means by which even dons have to live.
The economics of P.P.E. are the classical economic theory o f the
Manchester School, which one would have thought had been long
discredited by the collapse of world trading upon which it was
based in the 1930s.
The whole concept of this system is still individualistic, paying
no attention to the universal intervention o f government in
economic affairs, and the obvious need o f a restatement o f economic
principles in social terms. The only concession to m odem de
velopments is the belated acceptance o f a certain am ount o f
Keynesian reform (once the greatest o f heresies) in the form o f
public works, but on no account in the form o f an adaptation o f
wage-rates to productive capacity which would require authoritative
government.
Finally, and this is most significant considering the complete
exclusion of “ Fascist ” autarchic proposals from all mention,
much less study, Marxist economics are accepted as a subject o f
academic investigation — no doubt with the excuse th at one must,
know what the Russians are doing — to the great advantage o f
the fellow-travellers in whom the University abounds.
It cannot be a coincidence that the whole o f this remarkable
course is directed to the maintenance o f the existing system o f
society : the defence of its underlying philosophy, the justification,
o f its method of government and, above all, the perpetuation o f
its economic structure. It is a sausage-machine deliberately con20
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structed to turn callow undergraduates into safe and sound
administrators, who shall not be “ poisoned ” with current
heretical opinions, with the possible exception of nineteenth century
Marxism.
In fact this is “ brainwashing” on a gigantic scale, of which
even the Soviet might well be envious. We have known for a long
time, of course, that undergraduates at Soviet Universities were
exposed to indoctrination — taking precedence over all their other
studies — but Oxford is no mean exponent o f the same process.
It is understandable that a revolutionary regime should adopt
such methods to make its new doctrine known and accepted by
the elite of its own country, but it is a much more serious matter
th a t a decadent and declining system should resort to such methods,
a t the very time when new ideas are vital to its reform and survival.
I t is no part o f the duty of a University to make itself into an
instrument o f propaganda for the existent society and the powers
which control it. Indeed, this form of indoctrination is the very
negation of everything for which a University stands. By its very
name, its function is to be “ universal ” — that is, to place at the
disposal o f its students a complete picture of the universality o f
hum an thought and achievement through the ages, leaving it to
them to draw their own conclusions; to build their own Welt
anschauung and to contribute, as they may be able, to the achieve
ments th at have gone before — through their own originality of
thought.
It is no business o f the don to lay down what shall be thought
and what shall not be thought, far less to threaten the undergraduate
th at unorthodoxy may lead to his jeopardising his future career.
Originality of thought, which is essential to the vitality of any
University, is rare enough as it is, without penalising those who
refuse to accept the orthodox opinions of the day. Were the
existent orthodoxy an academic one peculiar to Oxford, this might
no t be so bad, as those who thought differently might transfer to
some other University with greater freedom of expression ; but,
when the orthodoxy is obviously directed to maintaining the existent
society and is spreading to all the seats o f learning, then Universities
cease to function as such and become mere instruments o f reaction,
prostituting themselves to the service of the powers-that-be who
cling to decadence and decay.
Let Oxford take warning by the fate o f the famous University
o f Paris in the Middle Ages, which rose to a pinnacle of fame
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at the time when the courageous Thomists were synthesising the
philosophy of Ancient Greece with the doctrines o f a Church
that had in its youth closed down the Academies o f the Greek
philosophers. The Thomists challenged the heresy-hunters o f
their time, illuminating their age with new thought, much o f which
had come, significantly enough, from the Saracen schools o f Spain
— that is to say from the deadliest enemies o f Christendom.
Yet this enlightenment was not destined to last, despite the
crowds of admiring scholars who flocked to Paris to listen to the
disputations of the Schoolmen. As the trium phant social and
religious system of Medieval Europe fell into decline, when it
became menaced by rival philosophies and protestant reformers,
the flag of freedom was hauled down that had flown for centuries
over the University of Paris. A narrow orthodoxy took its place.
Accusations of “ heresy,” which had been merely the commonplace
of mutual abuse among the Schoolmen, with no serious con
sequences, laid the unorthodox open to the danger o f the rack
and the stake.
So
it is that systems in decline strive to preserve their existence
by suppression of all original thought, by heresy-hunting, by
indoctrination, by bringing to an end that very spirit o f enquiry,
and of free discussion, which in the past had been their greatest
strength and the source of their vitality.
If the Oxford dons have already been conditioned beyond
recovery to the self-imposed task o f propping u p a decadent and
corrupt social and economic system which is breaking down on
every side, then it is the duty o f the undergraduates themselves to
revolt against this “ brainwashing,” before every trace o f independ
ence and originality o f thought has been washed o u t o f them.
Oxford has been called the “ home of lost causes ” and some o f
these causes were noble enough. Let it n o t be said th at the end
of Oxford was to become the “ home o f the last lost cause ” th at
of a moribund, predatory capitalism which has long since failed
the world.

THE HERRING AND
THE THING
by WHITTAKER CHAMBERS
A RR Y DEXTER W HITE’S role as a Soviet agent was second
in importance only to that of Alger Hiss — if, indeed, it
was second.
White, so far as I know, was not a Communist party member.
But even while he was Assistant Secretary o f the Treasury, he was
an active member o f the Communist conspiracy, a Soviet agent
whom I personally had dealt with as such. I was the one who
introduced White, in Washington, in 1937, to Col. Boris Bykov,
chief o f the Fourth Section (Soviet Military Intelligence), the appara
tus in which White served.
Other relevant facts about White’s underground activities (and,
incidentally, about Alger Hiss’) can be supplied by Dr. Harold
Glasser, whom I knew in 1937 as a White assistant in the Treasury
D epartm ent
My direct knowledge of White’s espionage activity dates from the
time, probably in 1935, when he first turned over a batch of secret
Treasury Department documents to be photographed by the Com
munist apparatus. A t that time, I had not yet met White. Our
intermediary was a young man who, if and when it becomes advisable
to make his name public, will establish a minor, but intimate, link
between White and another figure now prominent in the news
about him.
From 1937 into the spring of 1938, White was a regular (weekly
o r fortnightly) source o f secret documents — and not from the
Treasury Department alone. He himself volunteered to procure
what he called the “ Puleston reports,” o f which, until that time,
I had never heard. These were secret documents from the Office
o f N aval Intelligence, signed by a Captain Puleston, an official o f
the agency.
White wrote, also weekly or fortnightly, a rather long memoran
dum for the Soviet apparatus. In it, he included all that he had
learned, in the course o f his Treasury job, over and above the
original Treasury documents he submitted, which he thought might
he o f interest to the Russians. Before I broke with communism
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in April, 1938, I hid away one o f those memoranda,
o f several pencilled pages of yellow foolscap. Since
been in the custody of the Justice Department. The
has been certified to be H arry Dexter White’s.
Snatches from that memorandum tell much m ore
than I could what White was doing :

a document
1948, it has
handwriting
conclusively

1/9/38—U.S. Naval Captain Ingersoll will remain in London
until English want to communicate anything to us with respect
to Japan boycott or exchange controls, etc.
Japan, according to Col. Strong, has increased greatly its storage
facilities fo r oil. Tanks built underground with two layers o f
thick cement and air space between as protection against bombing.
Reported yesterday through private Jap banking connection [un
known—but supposed to be important] that J[apan] will not
declare war on China fo r some time a t least.
Sec. [Mr. Morgenthau] reading Red Star Over China and is
quite interested.
Bullitt just called to Sec. (copy not available) comments by
Herriot, Blum, Reynaud to him. Herriot says i f he were Premier
he would quickly strengthen ties with U .S.S.R. and reassure Czech,
etc. [By “ copy not available,” White m eant th at he could not
obtain a transcript of the Bullitt conversation.]
On 31 July, 1948, Elizabeth Bentley was asked by congressmen
whether Harry Dexter White knew that the information he supplied
was going to Moscow. She replied that two o f her agents who
dealt with White thought that he knew, but th at he preferred not
to face up to the fact. I can state unequivocally, however, that
White knew exactly where his information was going. In fact,
he became most co-operative precisely after he had talked with
Colonel Bykov.
N ot only did White know exactly where he was sending the
documents he purloined ; he. aspired to play the same role for the
Soviet government that he played in the United States Treasury
Department, where he then was chief monetary expert. H e was
insistent that I transmit to Colonel Bykov, and thence to Moscow,
a plan he had developed for the reform o f the Soviet currency o r
finances. I did so, and Bykov ordered me to get the plan from
White with all haste. White submitted this project, the details
of which I never understood.
After I had broken with communism, I returned to W ashington
to try to break Harry Dexter White away too. (“ Back on a little
trip to inspect the posts?” was his greeting to me.) I thought,
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then and later, that I had frightened White out o f the Soviet
apparatus. But he slipped back to serve one o f Miss Bentley’s
groups.
T hat was the Harry Dexter White of the darker side, the Soviet
agent, as he was known to a dozen o f his Communist cellmates.
There was, o f course; another Harry Dexter White ; the White
the world knew — though the world knew little enough about him.
Yet before his death, it is now clear, this fidgety, often irritable,
rather unimpressive, but ambitious little man had become one o f
the m ost influential men on earth. For if White’s role as Soviet
agent was second only to Alger Hiss’, his powers as an Official of
the United States Government were second to none other in the
Communist conspiracy.
A Ph.D. from Harvard, where he had also taught, Harry Dexter
White entered the Treasury Department in 1934 as a simple research
assistant. His steep rise was swift and almost soundless. By
1940, he was director o f Monetary Research.- About the same time
th a t Alger Hiss was unobtrusively rising to become director of the
State Departm ent’s Office o f Special Political Affairs, White was
rising unobstrusively to become Assistant Secretary o f the Treasury.
The title by no means suggests his real powers, because the
Treasury Department exerts a much greater influence over a much
wider range o f Government affairs than is supposed by the average
citizen, to whom the words “ Treasury Department ” often suggest
bars o f bullion piled, like lengths o f railroad track, in a cave.
The Secretary o f the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, was a man
who felt an irrepressible itch to be busy with affairs beyond his
office. H arry Dexter White stooped eagerly to assume the burden
which Morgenthau shifted more and more generously to him ;
for with the burden went the powers. Eight days after Pearl
H arbour, Departm ent Order 43 empowered White to assume
“ full responsibility for all matters with which the Treasury Depart
m ent has to deal having a bearing on foreign relations ”. The same
order assigned him as the Treasury Department’s official liaison
with the State D epartm ent
White also received “ responsibility for the management and
operation o f the Stabilisation Fund,” a chore which largely left
to his discretion the handling of two billion dollars in international
exchange. He handled vast sums that went to our wartime allies.
In February, 1943, White received “ full responsibility ” for
Treasury affairs, and they were vast, in connection with “ the
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operation of the Army, Navy and the civilian affairs in the foreign
areas in which our armed forces are operating. . . including general
liaison with the State Department, Army, Navy and other depart
ments or agencies and representatives o f foreign governments in
these matters
In time, Harry Dexter White was the Treasury D epartm ent’s
representative on some eighteen interdepartmental and international
committees and commissions, from the Board o f Economic W arfare
to the Advisory Board of the Office o f Strategic Services. It seems
unlikely that any other secret agent in history ever gathered such
wide powers.
Later on, White was also to be the organiser o f the Bretton Woods
Conference (which set up the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund), just as Alger Hiss was to preside a t the organising
conference o f the United N ations.at San Francisco. Thus, a t each
of the two great international planning conferences, the chief
representative of the United States Government was also an agent
of the Soviet government.
Still later, in circumstances that have recently become sensational,
Harry Dexter White was appointed American executive director o f
the International Monetary Fund. Meanwhile, he had worked
out the details of the Morgenthau Plan, with provisions to dismember
what was left of Germany, to destroy its industry, flood its mines
and otherwise, as its proponents used to say gaily, “ turn Germany
into a goat pasture ” .
White himself acknowledged authorship o f the plan before the
Un-American Activities Committee. But it was Miss Bentley who
first informed the nation that the, M orgenthau Plan was made in
Russia, and that Harry White was under orders from his Soviet
superiors to inspire Secretary Morgenthau to gut the economic
core of Europe and lay waste the only strong power between the
Soviet and the Atlantic.
Two witnesses whose scholarship places them quite beyond
controversy have recently noted an earlier “ Little Morgenthau
Plan ” . In The Undeclared War, Harvard’s Prof. William Langer
and S. Everett Gleason report th a t on 17 November, 1941, W hite
submitted a memorandum to Secretary M orgenthau, who liked it
so well that he sent it on next day, over his own signature, to Presi
dent Roosevelt. Nine days later, the substance of W hite’s memo
appeared as the ten-point ultimatum handed to Japan on 26
November. After that, even the cautious historians observe, all
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chance o f avoiding war with Japan had ended.
Thus, Harry Dexter White performed the ultimate task for which
Communist agents infiltrate government — to shape U.S. Govern
ment policy in the Soviet government’s interest. This is the tactic
familiar to all leading Communists as “ diversionism ” .
Yet comparatively few Americans had ever heard of Harry Dexter
White. He had the true effacing faculty : he was the pluperfect
bureaucrat. Even more than Alger Hiss, he carried to a high point
that talent which Franklin D. Roosevelt used to encourage in those
around him — a passion for anonymity. It was, indeed, indispens
able for both o f White’s careers, as an official o f the United States
Government and as an agent o f the Soviet government. And
only the range o f his power in U.S. Government measured his
power for mischief as a Soviet agent.
White did not dwell wholly in the heights. He busied himself,
too, with humbler tasks. He had suggested to Secretary Morgenthau, with his wide interest in the affairs of other offices, an
ingenious plan for exchanging confidential information among the
Treasury, State, W ar and Navy Departments. In the 1940’s,
an ever-rising tide of secret documents washed over Harry White’s
desk ; so that all the while he was shaping American policy,
meddling in-foreign affairs, dealing out billions in money, he was
also contributing his quota to those spools of microfilm.
U nder subpoena from the House Un-American Activities
Committee, Miss Bentley, on 31 July, 1948, described two Soviet
espionage rings within the United States Government that operated
chiefly in the 1940’s and named some 37 of their agents or contacts.
She also named Harry Dexter White as an active Soviet spy.
A few days later, this formidable man made his counter-attack
before the congressional committee. He flatly denied Miss Bentley’s
charges and mine. F or by then, I, too, had testified that I had
known White as a member of the Communist conspiracy. He had
never been a Communist, he said, nor had he ever dreamed o f
becoming one. (Both Miss Bentley and I testified that White was
n o t a Communist party member.) Of. course, he knew most of
the people named as Communist agents. A number o f them had
worked for him in the Government and he had the highest opinion
o f their abilities and integrity. Asked if he “ admitted ” the
acquaintances, he sallied : “ N ot admitted, affirmed, if you do not
mind, M r. Stripling” . His thrusts stirred the congressmen to
anger and the spectators to laughter o r applause. His references27
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to star-chamber proceedings fortified a fear th at the congressional
hearings really were a witch hunt. His counterattack (coming
fast upon Alger Hiss’ denial of my allegations about him) proved
more effective than White or his friends could have hoped. His
death three days later (apparently from a heart attack), by shocking
millions, sealed his success.
Yet as Harry Dexter White skipped and skirmished and defended
his friends (some of whom perhaps had helped bring him to that
pass), he must have known better than almost any man in that
crowded official hearing room that he was trapped by the facts.
But he made a ringing statement that swung the spectators loudly
to his side ; reprinted in the press at his death, as the “ credo o f
an American,” it became standard issue in the quiver of
liberalism :
“ My creed is the American creed. I believe in freedom o f
religion, freedom of speech, freedom o f thought, freedom o f the
press, freedom of criticism and freedom o f movement. I believe
in the goal of equality of opportunity.. . .
“ I believe in the right and duty o f every citizen to w ork for,
to expect and to obtain an increasing measure o f political, economic
and emotional security for all. I am opposed to discrimination
in any form, whether on grounds o f race, colour, religion, political
belief or economic status. I believe in the freedom o f choice o f
one’s representatives in government, untrammelled by machine
guns, secret police or a police state. I am opposed to arbitrary
and unwarranted use o f power or authority from whatever source
o r against any individual or group. I believe in a government o f
law, not o f men, where law is above any man, and not- any m an
above law. I consider these principles sacred. I regard them as
the basic fabric of our American way o f life, and I believe in them
as living realities, and not as mere words on paper. T h at is my
creed. Those are the principles I have worked for. Together,
those are the principles that I have been prepared in the past to
fight for, and am prepared to defend a t any time with my life, if
need be.” (Applause.)
Who would not applaud ? Those are the principles that, m ore
o r less, we all believe in.
But then, we remember Harry Dexter W hite strolling down
Connecticut Avenue, with the briefcase o f stolen documents under
his arm, loitering a little too self-consciously, glancing a little too
conspicuously over his shoulder to see if he is followed. H arry
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Dexter White has been an active Soviet agent for a decade. A nd
the mind staggers.
We say : N o man could counterfeit such a declaration. Yet
we know that it is a total fraud. It is absolutely false.
But is it? Was it in the belief that he was advancing some such
ideal principles that Harry Dexter White worked for the Fourth
Section of the Soviet Military Intelligence all those years? But did
he also have some reservations precisely in the area o f those principles
and never perhaps admitted to his own mind? Was that why he
never wholly became a Communist? You remember his face
with the eyes that were mild, sometimes, to the point of being,
characterless, the kind o f eyes that do not communicate. They
watch through their glasses from the fastness of some secret that,
since the man who looks from them will never tell it, you will
never know.
M an is an abyss, said St. Augustine, and he had never met the
fellow-travelling mind. But Dostoevski had.
“ G od knows,” he wrote, brooding upon similar types in the
Russia o f his day, “ how these people come to exist.”
But if the human riddle of Harry Dexter White is staggering,
there was, in. 1948, another riddle which was.connected with him,
and which was more staggering still. The hard fact was that,
since 1945, top officials, including the President o f the United
States, had known all along that Harry Dexter White was a Soviet
spy. In two lengthy memoranda and five other urgent messages
between November, 1945, and the spring of 1946, the F.B.I. had
warned against him.
It had also warned against most, or all, of those whose names
have since come out. It had even warned, in its 1945 memorandum,
against Alger Hiss. Actually, the Government had known about
the Communist infiltration since 1939. Nothing was done then,
ju st as nothing was done in 1945. In 1948, the President could
still brush off the charges against Alger Hiss as a political “ red
herring ” .
To say that disclosures o f the Communist penetration o f
Government smell o f politics is certainly not untrue. It is merely
magnificently redundant These facts were not simply embedded
in politics. They were o f the flesh o f politics, tied into it in time
by organic threads so tender that they could not ever be rudely
touched without the whole body reacting in shock and pain. A nd
this was politics in no simple sense. It was never just a question
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o f Republicans versus Democrats. The issue was immensely
complicated, not only by concealed communism, b u t also by
concealed socialism. F or the presence o f the Communists in
Government was not due to chance. The same crisis th at brought
the New Deal to Washington brought them.
In Witness, I related the situation as I first came to understand i t :—
“ I saw that the New Deal was only superficially a reform move
ment ; I had to acknowledge the truth o f w hat its m ore forthright
protagonists, sometimes unwarily, sometimes defiantly averred :
the New Deal was a genuine revolution, whose deepest purpose
was not simply reform within existing traditions, b u t a basic change
in the social and, above all, the power relationships within the
nation___
“ Now I thought that I understood much better something that
in the past had vaguely nibbled at my mind, but never nibbled to
a conclusion — namely, how it happened th at so many concealed
Communists were clustered in Government, and how it was possible
for them to operate so freely with so little fear o f detection. For
as between revolutionists who only half know w hat they are doing,
and revolutionists who know exactly what they are doing, the
latter are in a superb manoeuvring position. A t the basic point
o f the revolution — the shift o f power from business to govern
ment — the two kinds o f revolutionists were a t o n e ; and they
shared many other views and hopes. Thus m en w ho sincerely
abhorred the word communism, in the pursuit o f common ends
found that they were unable to distinguish Communists from
themselves, except that it was just the Communists w ho were likely
to be most forthright and most dedicated in the common cause.
This political colour blindness was all the m ore dogged because
it was completely honest. F or men who could n o t see th a t w hat
they firmly believed was liberalism added up to socialism, could
scarcely be expected to see what added up to communism. A ny
charge o f communism enraged them precisely because they could
not grasp the difference between themselves and those against
whom it was made. Conscious o f their own political innocence,
they suspected that it was merely mischievous, and was aimed,
from motives o f political malice, a t themselves.”
What the Harry Dexter White episode has done is to date one ■
:
moment at which there can be no doubt th at political innocence
was lost, and the Communists were known beyond question t o .
be what they were.
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Even before that, they had become painful liabilities. For it
was feared that the Communist cuckoos could not be shaken out
o f the nest without shaking down the tree. It was necessary for
the Communists to be made invisible. Happily, politics is one of
the few pursuits left in a prosy world in which magic is still a working
tool. It is in high degree an affair o f waving wands and weaving
spells. So far as the magic makers were concerned, the Com
munists had become invisible, which exactly suited their purposes
too. The Communists had become The Thing.
Any public charge that they were there became a red herring
or a witch hunt. And if any mortal were so ill advised as to point
privately at The Thing, the reaction was exactly like the reaction
to The Thing in the popular song :—
Get out o f here with that ump-ta-ta,
And don’t come back again.
N ote how The Thing’s magic worked for more than a decade.
One night, in 1939, I visited Adolf A. .Berle, then Assistant
Secretary o f State in charge o f security. I described to him the
Ware group, then the biggest underground Communist cell in
Washington. I named as Communists, among others, Alger Hiss.
Berle was only a minor magic maker. He rushed in great
excitement to, President Roosevelt. In more forceful language,
but to the same effect, the President said :—
Get out o f here with that ump-ta-ta,
A nd dorit come back again.
Berle got out. In fact, he was got completely out of his security
jo b , and that, as he wryly told a congressional committee in 1948,
“ ended my diplomatic career”. F or he had tangled with two
other magic makers who represented, he was to testify, a State
D epartm ent policy that was more tender toward the Soviet Union.
One was Alger Hiss, who, o f course, knew all about The Thing.
The other was Dean Acheson.
Berle was not the only victim of The Thing. Somewhat later,
J. A nthony Panuch was Deputy Assistant Secretary o f State in
charge o f security. He was disturbed, he testified in 1952, by the
growth o f Alger Hiss’ power in the State Department and by what
he called “ D r. Hiss’ Svengalilike ” influence. Presently, Acheson
asked Panuch to resign, and, in a wave of the wand, his diplomatic
career had also ended.
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Not until some two years after my talk with Berle did anyone
from the Government come near me. Then, in 1941, two special
agents of the F.B.I. interviewed me. They asked me many questions
about the Ware group and other Communist activities. This time,
I gave them the name of Harry Dexter White. The agents promised
to meet me again in a few days. Except for one very brief occasion
for the purpose of identifying a picture, I did n o t see an agent for
another three years.
What waving wand had rendered me unapproachable? All we
shall ever know was that it was none o f the F.B.I.’s doing. I
once asked a special agent o f the F.B.I. how he accounted for the
fact that no agent had interviewed me in those two years. H e
answered : “ During the W ar, die Bureau [F.B.I.] had to have
special permission from the Attorney General to interview certain
people ” .
A number o f people had learned about my story. One worried
mortal undertook to carry it to President Roosevelt. He was
William C. Bullitt, former Ambassador to France and the Soviet
Union. The President did not say “ u m p -ta-ta” . H e s a id :
“ Now, B ill.. . . ”
One trouble even with Big Magic is that not everybody succumbs
to it. The F.B.I. did not believe in magic at all. It believed in
facts. And the facts that more and more claimed its attention
were facts about the Communist conspiracy in Government. Yet
whenever the F.B.I. tried to do something about them, it ran u p
against The Thing. More than one discouraged F.B.I. agent has
said to me : “ We know it and you know it, b u t we can’t get any
action on it ”. But there was trouble with The Thing, too ; the
more insistently invisible it became, the m ore the Communists
and their activities crowded i t They crowded it alm ost to bursting.
One o f those narrow squeaks was the Amerasia case. Amerasia
was a starveling magazine dealing with F ar Eastern affairs. O ne
night, in World W ar H, Frank B. Bielaski, chief investigator o f the
Office of Strategic Services, was moved to investigate the magazine’s
Manhattan premises. There he found more than a thousand
secret documents from the Military Intelligence, N aval Intelligence,
State Department, Bureau of Censorship, his own Office o f Strategic
Services and even the British Intelligence. The unlawful possession
of even one o f those documents constituted a crime.
The F.B.I. swooped down and arrested a number o f Amerasians.
After the arrest of the Amerasia staff, wands waved so fast th a t no
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eye has ever traced them. The defendants were whisked through
court, pleading to minor charges in curious circumstances, and were
soon free.
But worse was in store for The Thing. Miss Bentley had gone
to the F.B.I. The F.B.I. made its now celebrated reports on White
and the rest. As we know, nothing happened. N ot that action
was wholly lacking. In New York City, a grand jury was sum
moned to hear Miss Bentley. The grand jury also called a rally of
witnesses* including Alger Hiss and Harry Dexter White. But
the grand jurors found themselves considering not Miss Bentley’s
testimony, but the Communist leaders who were eventually tried
and jailed.
We know a little more about these matters because John G.
Brunini has lifted a corner o f the curtain (in the Catholic World).
Brunini is the genial poet and editor who often sat at my left in
the days when I was testifying before the second of the three spy
grand juries, the one of which he was the foreman. It is Brunini’s
belief that in Miss Bentley’s case, “ the Department of Justice
feared the results of this investigation and set the grand jury to
work in another direction ” .
Each grand jury, says Brunini, “ met official opposition or nonco-operation in its purpose o f unearthing Communist penetration
into the past two Democratic Administrations” . The third o f
these grand juries suffered the worst shock. Its foreman, Joseph
P. Kelly, and other jurors charged that Government officials had
tried to suppress its presentment. In it, the grand jurors said :
“ We have established that in some of the most flagrant and obvious
cases o f disloyalty, the State Department gave the disloyal officials
a clean bill o f health to the United Nations
The State Depart
ment also flatly refused the grand jury the names of its officials
who had cleared such candidates for the U.N.
By then, The Thing was pretty battered. There had been the
Hiss case. President Truman’s red-herring remark has passed
into the national folklore, closely paced by Secretary o f State
Dean Acheson’s refusal to turn his back on Alger Hiss. W hat the
nation is less aware o f is that among the names o f Soviet agents
in the memorandum which Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr.,
has made famous, and which the F.B.I. sent to the President in
1945, was not only White’s. There was also Alger Hiss’. A
paraphrase o f an extract from the 1945 memorandum has twice
been published in the records of the Senate sub-committee on the
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Judiciary ; first in the hearing of Dr. Harold Glasser (14 April,
1953) and in the sub-committee’s report dated 31 July of this year.
Here is a passage from the paraphrased F.B.I. memorandum of
1945 :—
“ Igor Gouzenko, former code clerk in the office o f Col.
Nikolai Zabotin, Soviet Military Attache, Ottawa, Canada,
when interviewed by a representative o f this Bureau and officers
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, stated that he had been
informed by Lieutenant Kulakov in the office o f the Soviet
Military Attache that the Soviets had an agent in the United
States in May, 1945, who was an assistant to the then Secretary
of State, Edward R. Stettinius (P.71)." [Alger Hiss was then
assistant to Secretary o f State Stettinius.]
The F.B.I. memorandum was also explicit about Alger Hiss.
Robert Morris, chief counsel to the Senate sub-committee,
prefaced his reading of the Hiss passage into the official record
with these words : “ The significance here, sir, is th at this is
November, 1945. That is the date of this report which was
circulated among top Government officials.” In other words, the
fact that Alger Hiss was a Soviet agent had been called to the
White House’s attention by the F.B.I. three years before President
Truman said “ red herring ” .
After that, other strange facts about the Hiss case become less
strange. For example, the fact o f two Supreme C ourt Justices
testifying as character witnesses for Alger Hiss a t his first trial.
Or the fact that, while I was testifying before the Un-American
Activities Committee in the Hiss case, the Justice Departm ent
assigned a small army o f F.B.I. agents to tty to tear down my
testimony against Hiss in the hope of indicting me, instead of him,
for perjury. There is also the curious fact that, after I had intro
duced into evidence, in 1948, copies o f the State Departm ent
documents or summaries given me by Alger Hiss, and they were
already in the custody of the Justice Department, one o f its spokes
men told the press : “ Unless further evidence is forthcoming,”
the Justice Department had no plan to act in the case.
But further evidence was forthcoming. F o r I had divided the
Hiss-case evidence, concealing part o f it in a hollowed pumpkin
until it passed into the custody o f the Un-American Activities
Committee, which, like the F.B.I., did n o t believe in magic. After
that, it became impossible ever to make The Thing wholly invisible
again.
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Harry White is gone and only savages rend the bodies o f dead
enemies. Others cannot feel anything but repugnance at disturbing
the memory of the dead. Unhappily, the forces White served
will not let us do anything else ; and failure to do so is itself a
service to them. Indeed, only by seeking to clarify the part that
White played in many shadowy matters can we really give him that
peace of oblivion which is probably the ultimate craving o f almost
everyone connected with the Hiss case. Until then, he haunts
the intersection o f too many riddles, commanding us always, like
another troubled spirit seeking r e s t: “ Remember me ” .

The European at Table

“LES MCEURS ” —
THE DINING ROOM
by ROBIN ADAIR

I

T IS N OT always sufficient to possess — or to be, for that matter
— a cordon bleu, to own a wonderful cellar and all the
accessories o f perfect linen, silver, porcelain and crystal. There
must also be a “ producer ” even for the simplest informal meals
and, of course, for really grand dinner-parties, the preliminaries
o f planning and selection — o f guests as well as o f food and wines,
table appointments, flowers and all — are just as important as the
actual preparation and service of the meal.
The ideal number of guests has always been a subject of con
troversy. There is an amusing, if somewhat flippant retort by a
famous nineteenth century Paris priest, famous not only for his
sermons but as a gourmet, 1’Abbe Morlay, who declared : “ Pour
manger une dinde, il convient d ’etre deux; ainsi, ce soir nous serons
deux. La dinde et moi.” An English contemporary is reported
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to have explained, when surprised in his armchair a few hours
after dinner, in tones apologetic : “ . . . . When one is alone,
the bottle does come round so often___ ” A t about the same
period, Sir Hercules Langrishe, in similar circumstances, was
asked : “ Have you finished all that port (three bottles) without
assistance ? ” His answer was : “ No — not quite that — I had
the assistance of a bottle of Madeira.” It is curious to reflect
that this light-hearted approach belongs to a period when gastron
omy — in spite of the huge quantities o f food and drink often con
sumed — was at last emerging from the incredible coarseness of
the preceding centuries. In fact, the only consolation one can
derive from Vattel’s tragic gesture — he flung himself upon his
sword when the fish, ordered for some more than usually magnificent
fete at Versailles, did not arrive from the coast — is that the fish
would have been served in such barbaric fashion th at they were
all very much better off without it.
And so to the dinner-table, as well as to what M ontaigne calls
la police de la table — the ordering o f meals, matching fine dishes
with fine and noble wines, decoration, accessories, lighting.
We hear o f monstrous table decorations from both sides o f the
Channel ; in London a celebrated chef p&tissier— Lord Albe
marle’s — complained in a letter to his friend, the great Careme,
that he had to give notice, leaving a handsomely paid post, because,
having prepared a middle dish o f gods and goddesses eighteen
feet high, his lordship would n o t cause the ceiling o f his parlour
to be demolished to facilitate their entry. “ Imaginez-vous,” he
wrote, “ que Milord n’a pas voulu faire oter le plafond ! ”
Then came the hideous “ epergnes ” o f Victorian tables ;
the thing in itself was not only a horror but a mystery. Given a
French pronunciation, even in contemporary English dictionaries ;
my own adds : “ [Fr. ipargne, econom y.]”, Larousse knows it
not. And so we reach modern times. L a haute cuisine is at last
stabilised in all its richness and subtlety ; times not remote enough
to be classical, just emerged as they are from the transitory stage
of being dimodi. Spacious days, charming period o f which there
is a delightful description in V. Sackville-West’s Edwardians, which
will have for future historians the same documentary value
as Saint-Simon’s anecdotes about les moeurs o f the seventeenth
century :
Those meals 1 Those endless, extravagant meals
in which they indulged all the year r o u n d . . . . ” .
Next came the first dibacle, and a decadence from which it was
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difficult to believe we could ever emerge. But we did, and between
the two “ great ” Wars, Gastronomy reached to the highest peaks
of perfection, and this in spite of trans-Atlantic attempts to
contaminate and undermine. After 1945 it seemed quite impossible
that Paris, let alone London, could ever recover ; nevertheless they
have and, as in the world o f la haute couture, in that of the grande
cuisine there is a renaissance such as perhaps no other century
has ever experienced.
To quote, and therefore illustrate, I think the following very
recent personal experience will suffice. It all took place in London
in the small house of a lady, recently widowed, and accustomed to
a pre-war luxury and splendour, especially where entertaining
was concerned. She has no cook, only three old and faithful
retainers, each one of whom “ lends a hand ” while she herself
does most of the cooking for special occasions.
As this was a more than usually important date, and I happened
to be there, I offered to help ; and here is the menu we evolved
for twelve people :
Consomme Madrilene Glace
Filets de Sole Tzarine
Faisan Souvaroff
Pommes Dauphinoise

Salade

Parfait Sicilienne
Petits Fours
The Consommi Madrilene needs no explanation ; crystal clear,
flavoured and therefore pale pink with fresh tomatoes and served
icy cold. The Soles Tzarine, en filets, poached in a well-flavoured
court-bouillon — a “ stock ” made With water, white wine, dash of
tarragon vinegar, herbs and sliced vegetables, well simmered before
putting in the fish. The stock is reduced, boiling it until it becomes
a rich fum et — essence— just sufficient o f it retained in which
to keep the fillets hot and m oist The fum et forms the basis of the
sauce, with cream. No flour, not even a Bechamel. The garnish
is o f pieces of cucumber, lightly poached in boiling salted water.
The main dish, also an example of really grand, “ classic ” French
cookery, was that marvellous one of pheasants, browned first,
ftam bi with brandy, stuffed with foie gras and truffes and put to
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finish in a cocotte on a bed of vegetables, herbs, M adeira wine
and the juices from the first cooking, passed through a strainer.
The lid of the cocotte — fire-proof oven pot — is sealed round with
strips of rough pastry and the dish is finished in the oven. To
serve, the birds are placed on the h o t serving dish with all that
succulent sauce poured over, squashed through a fine strainer.;
truly magnificent.
As we have emerged from the game season, the same dish could
be produced with really fine, plump and tender chickens.
The Parfait was a cold souffli, richly flavoured with orange and
tangerine and laced with Curasao.
So, it can be done ; and I feel it is my duty to explain that the
whole of the meal was cooked by my hostess and myself and I am
happy to relate that on the following morning the telephone buzzed
with the flattering messages from- ten happy guests.

NEW BOOKS
Beethoven—Genie et Destin.

Leon Emery.

Cahiers libres, Lyon.

“ Beethoven,” the Baroness Blixen is reported to have said one
day at the beginning of the last war, “ Beethoven, I distrust you,
you lead to Wagner.” To the sympathetic listeners in her Putney
salon, the words were full o f sinister im p o rt; this leads to that —
they all knew — one thing leads to another, and nearly always
to something baleful and malign. A nd w hat W agner led to, had
become all too clear after Munich the putsch and M unich the
pay-off.
It is the paradox of our anti-heroic age, bemused by the’ words
democracy, and proletariat, egalitarianism and standardisation,
that it has produced a series o f towering heroic figures that con
stantly confute the doctrine o f the equality o f man. The question
of whether such figures should be allowed is perhaps m ore powerful
to divide friend from friend than the opposed ideologies th a t these
figures have embodied. Was it the Beethoven o f Fidelio o r the
Beethoven of the Eroica that was to be distrusted? The songs of
deferred hope, or the trumpets o f trium ph?
We have all, I take it, groaned with boredom under the patentleather heel o f the music critic and the musical biographer. It
is difficult to think of anything more tedious than verbal descriptions
of sounds, anything more thoroughly dispiriting than the con
templation of a pure art through an impure medium, more often
than not made more impure by a vilely impure style. Professor
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Emery’s treatment o f Beethoven is more than a scholarly analysis
o f the musician qua technician ; it comprehends those poetic and
philosophic aspects of his genius that only a poet-philosopher
ean survey. He writes of Beethoven in a way that neither dissicates
nor reduces. With an insight born, we understand, o f rather
similar disability and unmerited frustration, Emery reconciles the
hopes and triumphs of his subject. Blind, or nearly so, himself,
he gives a movingly intuitive picture of the private world of the
d e a f ; living in seclusion forced on him by circumstance after
a life o f devoted activity, he understands perhaps better than any
other writer on Beethoven what is really at the heart of that dynamic
triumph, the Eroica. His chapter on the Heroic in Beethoven is
the most illuminating in the book.
Let us hope that Professor Emery’s study of Beethoven will lead
him on to a similar study of Wagner.
'
A.J.N.
W elfa re a n d T a xa tio n , Colin Clark, Catholic Social Guild, 3s. fid.

As each successive budget produces its astronomical figures o f
revenue and expenditure we become vaguely and uneasily aware
that the Welfare State is not as “ free ” as the politicians would
have us believe. Professor Clark has reduced the almost meaning
less figures to proportions which clearly convey the intolerable
burden of taxation which has been imposed upon us.
He divides the population into three groups, comprising manual
workers, lower salaried workers, and higher income groups, with
their families totalling 36,000,000 in the first group, 9,000,000 in
the second, and 6,000,000 in the third. Taxation paid by the first
group averages £49 per annum per head, or 25 per cent of their
income ; by the second group £73 or 26.8 per c e n t: and by the
third group £700, over 50 per cent. This gives a national average
o f over 40 per cent, although experience has shown that if taxation
exceeds 25 per cent of national income, devaluation and rising prices
follow, incentive is destroyed and production falls.
Professor Clark makes the task of tax reduction more difficult
by regarding the defence expenditure of £1,497,000,000 (in the
1953 budget) as essential. Is the “ cold war ” and its consequent
burden o f taxation to continue for ever, or can we not hope (and
work) for an all-round reduction in armaments ? He advocates
the liquidation of the Welfare State and the provision of its services
by the individual, and he resolutely tackles the problem of how
the workers can pay for the services which the State now provides
(at their expense). Indirect taxes are to be abolished, giving the
taxpayer immediate relief, and indirect assistance by the subsequent
fall in prices.
If the worker is to provide for his old age, his savings must be
safeguarded. Professor Clark’s suggestion is that currency stability
could be ensured by a commodity standard.
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When he turns to insurance against unemployment he optimistic
ally estimates that this will never again exceed three per cent o f the
insured population. (He suggests that Britain could be insulated
against an American slump, but unfortunately does not explain
how this is to be achieved.) On the basis of his assumption, an
unemployed worker could draw half his wage if he were to con
tribute three-quarters o f one per cent o f his weekly earnings to a
fund to which the employer should contribute a like amount.
The fund should be administered by the trade unions.
The National Health Service could be abolished and ordinary
medical expenses met as they arose. Serious and prolonged
illness (or accidents) should be insured against, not by the State,
but by friendly societies or the trade unions. The workers’ con
tributions would be three to four per cent o f their wages.
To provide a pension of £100 a year a t sixty-five and the same
amount for widows and orphans would require a premiun o f £30
a year, if all workers paid this as soon as they began to earn a
man’s wage. As many workers are already well advanced in years
this scheme would at first need State assistance, which could be
borrowed by adding to the National D e b t
The duty of providing education should be transferred from the
State to the churches and the parents, financially assisted by the
State.
A summary of the above proposals reveals that for about
thirteen per cent of his income the wage-earner could provide for
himself and family full medical services, primary education, and
insurance against unemployment, old age, widowhood and orphan
hood. The removal of food and housing subsidies, etc., and the
payment of income tax, would raise the above figure to twenty-three
per cent of income, as compared with twenty-five per cent a t present
while the lowering of taxes would increase real wages by about ten
per cent in two or three years.
If we accept Professor Clark’s view that defence expenditure
cannot be reduced, about £2,800,000,000 per annum would have
to be raised by taxation. One o f his most interesting proposals
is the leasing o f the mines to the miners for about £400,000,000
a year. He does not make it clear why this scheme should not be
applied to other industries and it would be interesting to hear
Professor Clark’s comments if the State were presented by the
miners with a demand that the mines be handed over to them for
absolute syndicalist control.
The author suggests that the balance o f revenue required should
be raised by income tax and surtax, by a Land Tax based on the
selling value of land less the value o f replacements and improve
ments, and by a Capital Tax in place of Death Duties.
These sweeping proposals are supported by detailed figure*
contained in excellent appendices. They are open to a number
of criticisms, but they serve as a basis of discussion of the Welfare
State and of any alternative system.
G.V.
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The R u le r, Nicolo Machiavelli, translated by Peter Rodd, The Bodley
Head, 10s. 6d.
A new translation in the modern idiom of Machiavelli’s famous
treatise, The Prince, which has been deliberately re-named The
Ruler by the translator, Mr. Peter Rodd, is presented with a fore
word by an important, if unorthodox, political figure, Mr. Walter
Elliot. This return to Machiavelli is a healthy reaction against
the deluging of political thought of recent years with pseudomoralising, which has led to worse evils, and greater intolerances,
than anything the cold, realistic Florentine diplomat ever advocated.
As M r. Walter Elliot points out, there is a very great deal to be
learned from a study of Machiavelli in relation to the contemporary
political scene, and this study is made easier of application by Mr.
Rodd’s masterly translation into the familiar terms o f our time,
which even include such recent expressions as “ Fifth Columns ”
and “ Quislings ”. Much of what Machiavelli had to say about
the relations of the petty Renaissance principalities and their rulers
in Italy applies just as surely to European and world affairs today.
The reason for this lies in the crystal-clear logic o f the Latin
mind, in strong contrast to the devious moralisings of AngloSaxon and other Northern peoples,- whose minds seem to be as
misty and obscure as the climates of their homelands, denied the
clarity of vision that is born of the southern sunshine. Machiavelli
is never deflected from his clear definition of cause and effect in
the political sphere by cloudy and irrelevant moral prejudices,
which he claims do not apply to rulers who, in the nature of their
supreme office, must be subject to quite other and over-riding moral
standards, according to the old Roman principle that the welfare
of the state, and of its people, is the highest law.
Machiavelli gives the moral justification for Nietzsche’s ethics
o f the Superman, which was denied to the German philosopher,
writing as he was in the individualistic atmosphere o f his time :
that the true Superman can only lay claim to recognition as such
by fulfilling the highest social function as a supreme ruler. This
alone gives him the right to regard himself as beyond good and evil
in the normal individual sense, as his good and his evil must be
measured in relation to his function as the guardian of the common
weal. It was the failure of Nietzsche to give his Superman a
social background, and a social function, that laid him open to
the accusation of creating a supremely selfish “ Blonde Beast ”
claiming a free path to personal achievement without regard to
the welfare of his fellow men.
Machiavelli, his great predecessor, remains on much sounder
moral foundations. He assumes throughout, and does not even
find it necessary to state this in concrete terms, that it is tire duty
o f the ruler to govern, and to use every means necessary to maintain
his authority, since the alternative of chaos and anarchy will involve
his subjects in a state described by Hobbes, a century or so later,
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as one in which their lives would be “ brutish, short and miserable
This is what justifies the ruler in claiming for himself the right to
act at all times in the best interests o f his supreme function, w ithout
regard to such moral standards as normal individuals require in
their relationships with one another. A ruler who did otherwise
would be betraying the interests o f those dependent upon him for
the maintenance of law and order, and they would soon have
cause to curse his name, as had the adherents of such weak but
well-intentioned kings as Charles I and Louis XVI.
Leaving these general principles o f the function o f rulers aside,
Machiavelli has much valuable advice for contemporary statesmen.
President Eisenhower, in his reluctance to grapple with the problem
of the recession in the United States, should read the following :—
“ The difficulty, as doctors know, lies in diagnosis at a
stage when treatment may be effective. By the time diagnosis
becomes easy, it is often too late for treatment. Statesmen
have a body politic for a patient. Trouble foreseen, and not
all statesmen are gifted with foresight, can readily be mended ;
but by the time it becomes apparent to all and sundry it is
refractory to their specifics.” (Page 35.)
The British Labour Party might ponder the following piece o f
political wisdom, although now somewhat too late for a remedy :—
“ Now it might seem a good thing to have a name for
liberality ; but as it happens a ruler who gets a reputation for
it among his people will suffer for i t . . . . This will soon eat
up his fortune so that in the end, to keep up appearances, he
will be driven to overtax his people, to harsh extortion, and to
all sorts of other devices, to refresh his Treasury. This will
rouse the resentment o f his people and his prestige will dwindle
with his funds.” (Page 85.)
These two examples are taken from among many others which
we have no space to give here, but which the reader may garner
for himself in this excellent translation into m odem terms of the
essence o f political wisdom from Renaissance Italy. Considering
the horrors, which recent application o f “ moral principles” to
world affairs has brought upon mankind, we might well learn from
the more sober and realistic principles of the much-maligned
Machiavelli.
A.R.
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II.
by HENRY WILLIAMSON
N IM PULSE I bought passage to America. Was there
hope in the New World ? I wrote to “ T. E. Lawrence,”
saying I was leaving England. As I was packing two mornings
later, a reply came.
‘ It is even as you say : autumnal weather. I wish I knew
what was the matter with me. Some unformed impulse keeps
me in camp. I am always putting in passes, and saying “ I will
go out this week-end ” : and when the time comes I cannot get
into breeches and puttees, so the bike rusts in the garage and I
moon about the water’s edge in camp, dreaming or dipping
inconsequentially into books.
‘ It has come to this, that I feel afraid and hesitant outside.
The camp itself is like a defence to me, and I can’t leave it. I
think I have only been outside three times this sum m er.. . .
I am like a clock whose spring has run down. .
‘ I hope you will not hate the U.S.A. So many people do,
whereas it all sounds to me so strong and good. Canada less so,
but then I like towns, because only by contrast with cities do
trees feel homelike, or seas look happy.
‘ Will they send this rot on ? Probably n o t Have patience
with me, when you come back, and sooner or later we will meet
and talk, without the bike waiting on the kerb outside.’
Perhaps he, too, needed friendship? Were we not all members
one of the other ? There was no true life, there was no hope, in
the little ego. In calm sunny weather the ship moved up the wide
estuary o f the St. Lawrence.
The next three weeks were with my friend and publisher, John
Macrae, at the Mastigouche Fish and Game Club in Quebec
Province. The lakes and the trees were so silent there ; earth and
water waiting for the ice to come down from the north ; not a
bird singing in the grey wastes of old forest fires. Rene, the FrenchCanadian guide, was quiet, soft-voiced, tubercular, thinking of the
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coming winter, which he dreaded. The still brown lake waters
were melancholy and the silver-bubble cries o f the loons a t sunset
were o f the spirit o f vanished men, Indians lost to the sun, even as
the friends o f boyhood were lost in France, and Palestine, and the
quivering scrub hills of Gallipoli. A poor guest, who after the
first week showed no desire for portage to distant lakes where the
“ big one rolled up last year ” — but while the others were away
fishing, lay about in the log-cabin, lolling in hammock and reading
about fishing for brook-trout in mountain lakes o f Canada, which
had been the dream for some years n o w . . . but in the mind the
everlasting theme recurred, the slow hopelessness o f England’s
youth, Europe’s youth, unled, marvellous material wasted because
the inspiring force had not yet arisen.
New York : the young, keen writers and critics, pleasantest
people in the world, so eager to know, to understand, and share ;
New York, moon-strange Broadway : sidewalk fatigue o f M an
hattan, night and day being one, great skiey cliffs o f light and running
avenues o f fire far down below. New-world fatigue drove out
old-world weariness, and the symbol o f the gold falcon — which was
honour, or the soul, the only true victory o f self in frustration and
defeat, began to gleam in the mind. If written then, it might have
had celestial life, instead of the failure it became. Even so, it wa*
not an exercise in self-pity ; but an attempt, very arduous and
inclamant the making of it, to create something out o f the vacuum
of the post-war period.
The old version o f The Dream o f Fair Women was rewritten in
three weeks, in an empty eyrie downtown, overlooking Sheridan
Square. Let them say what they like about a book written in
three weeks ; slashing into it hour after hour, day after day, night
after night, one knew what was being done, although one didn’t
know how it was done. Afterwards, life was empty, an aimless
wandering through canyons o f light and noise and disintegration
until S.O.S. calls brought Loetitia from England, and home again
in the dirty Leviathan. The Bray ran as before, the kingfisher
flashing azure under the bridge where the spring salmon lay and
the dipper hung her mossy nest. How was my alter ego, the gold
falcon? Would a short letter be an intrusion? It was risked.
‘ Your letter made me pump the tyres o f the neglected bike,
with a view to seeing you a t once. Only then I read the post
script. - Next Sunday—I mean Sunday week, the 12th. Do
you think that would do?
M
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‘ You will see proof that I write in working hours if you look
at the bottom of the pages before, where the oily wrist of my
overalls has soiled the page.
‘ It is immoral to write in working hours.
‘ I wish I could have seen New York without being seen.

‘ T.E.S.’
Again the leaves were falling from the alders, whose wavery
images shook as trout rose in the quiet pool above Humpy Bridge
at dimmit light.
‘ I have had my annual leave, all 28 days of it, shut tight in
a London room translating the Odyssey : and on the last day
o f it I finished the last book, handed it in to the publisher, and
trundled home. Thank heaven it is done. It was on my nerves.
Only I have wasted all my leave.’
The Dream o f Fair Women was a failure in both England and
America. I avoided thinking o f i t ; none of my acquaintances
had, apparently, been able to read it. Then came a letter in the
well-known hand, Indian ink. My faithful reader, how generous
a man was he !
‘ . . . a full-blooded book of men and women, very hot, rushing,
and life-like. The characters so good ; the places so good.
Y our Rats-Castle, was it? — a creation. Folkestone in Armistice
year — the reality itself. Your men so good ; all o f them.
The chief woman feels like a living being----- You have, in it,
come wholly out o f your ivory tower. Only in the tower could
you h a w written Tarka : but life is better outside the tower
than i n . '' ■
* Does the Dream finish the Maddison books? I suppose so.
New York will have prompted you to interests so far from your
dead self. Only take my assurance that the Dream is very rare
and fine and strong.
‘ I wonder what you are doing ? This sorrowful weather
shuts everyone indoors and will have made your Shallowford
too deep to cross, all the summer. I’m afraid of coming to see
the place, with a name so lovely. If only you lived at Winston
Mudbank, the next valley to ours of the Plym !
. ‘ To tell you the truth, some reluctance holds me constantly
in camp. Here I feel in a setting, and amongst likes. Outside
— well, I am hasty to move elsewhere, always, and impatient
with the company. Camp is restful, and uniform an assurance
o f something or other.’
Weeks, months, o f semi-emptiness, o f sameness, o f the shut-in
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valley life : feeding half-tame trout in the pool below Humpy
Bridge in the deer park, and travelling a t speed in an open car.
Otherwise the seasons passed in silence, and again it was September.
Our moods seemed to be in p arallel; one below D artm oor, the
other below Exmoor.
‘ Another year gone, and us still wide apart despite one per
fectly good Silver Eagle and one perfectly good Brough.
‘ I spend my days and nights working on motor-boats, still,
and chase all round the English coast after them or in them.
Web-footed now, and quack before mealtimes.
‘ I have not written to anyone till tonight for months. Now
I have written sixteen letters. T hat is not correspondence but
massacre, and I am ashamed.’
That autumn, the pen forcing one word after another, The Gold
Falcon was finished. Five months later, February, 1933, it was
published anonymously. A copy was specially bound and dedicated
to “ T. E. Lawrence,” by whose taken thought the author has added
a cubit to his stature ; and sent to him from London, w ithout
explanation. He guessed the authorship.
‘ I’ve been grinning through the weekend over the Falcon, o f
which a vellum and gold copy reached me from F aber on
Saturday.
‘ By the same post arrived a plain copy, sent me from an
indignant reviewer, demanding to know why I had fathered
this decadent bilge upon an innocent world. It’s a queer world,
my mistresses 1
‘ The Falcon has that jumpy, nervous, stippled technique
that you were developing in the D ream o f Women. It fits a
jazzy subject, and conveys an astonishing sense o f movement,
all through the tale.
‘ I thought old Homer duplicated too often. Tricks in books
feel sharper than in real life. There are several astonishing
bits o f characterisation. The climax was perhaps your only
way out o f a dilficulty. . . but about it I ’d repeat my “ tricks ”
remarks. All right in life, but too coloured for a tale.
‘ Wrink I didn’t recognise : b u t all your contemporaries
(except Priestley, perhaps) will recognise themselves preeningly.
I preened. Are my letters real extracts, o r have you polished ?
‘ To write the day after is not wise. I can’t say how I really
regard this book. You are a long way from the chiselled and
rather static prose o f your beginning : and it is always good to
go on, and bad to repeat. Only I sometimes wonder where you
are going.
‘ They’ll all call Manfred a self-p o rtrait: b u t somehow I '
remember you as much more solid than that, I wish I could
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get over to you and see. Will they leave me in Plymouth this
summer, or will it be Hythe, again ?
The “ indignant reviewer ” revealed himself in a literary weekly,
a few days after T.E.’s death, to be Mr. John Brophy. Apparently
he made some suggestion to T.E., possibly advising protest to the
publishers of The Gold Falcon, which he “ disliked intensely
In his own words, “ It was published anonymously, but I was so
sure the author was Mr. Henry Williamson that I invited him,
in my review, to take an action for libel if I had guessed wrong.
I sent a copy of the book to ‘ T.E.,’ because one of the characters
was, to my mind, clearly intended as a portrait of him.” To the
reviewer Ti E. Shaw replied,
‘ This disintegrated, exclamatory style fits its subject. As for
his contemporaries. . . Williamson praises all the others, in
cluding me. Admittedly, he has quoted letters o f mine, but such
harmless plain phrases. No room for objection, from me !
I crop up, sporadically, in the books of today : always briefly
and seldom gratifyingly. Highest marks yet reached — Lady
Chatterley’s Lover and a preface by Yeats to Gogarty’s poems.’
The “ indignant reviewer ” further reveals himself, “ I was never
able to draw ‘ T.E.’ on Mr. Bernard Shaw’s private soldier in
Too True to be Good ”. And further, “ I may as well confess th a t. . .
the central character in my novel Flesh and Blood was conceived out
o f my strivings to understand ‘ T.E.’. I never claimed to under
stand him, though this ceased to distress me when I came to the
conclusion that he did not understand himself.”
This plaintively opaque critic was one of the detractors of the
genius o f D. H. Lawrence, about whom he wrote witheringly after
th at great poet’s death.
And while that other man of genius is in the mind, one wonders
how “ T. E. Lawrence ” would have fared had he, in infancy,
been exchanged with the infant D. H. Lawrence? Would he have
grown up an “ escapist,” frustrated man of action, ineffectual angel,
all his life streaming away in beautiful prose of resurrection ? And
would the mature life of D. H. Lawrence, reared by a gentle Irishman
and strong-minded part-Scots foster-mother, have been a struggle
to escape from the terrors and anguishments of childhood, and to
create through art a world of normal, happy, human beings?
Surely n o t : D.H.L. in such circumstances of unconventional
freedom would have been as intelligent, otherwise perceptive, as
he was, but h ap p ier; while T.E.L., reared in pithead poverty.
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by parents maladjusted sexually, would have been a frustrated
man of action, a writer o f genius, but irrevocably a “ rebel
Probably he would have married, to complete himself ; and found
inevitable unhappiness in his marriage. When an attem pt was made
to discuss this theme and illustration with John Galsworthy in
1930 he replied, in a very quiet voice o f exhaustion, “ I don’t think
there is any profit in the discussion o f any literary might-havebeens
This reply may have been due to Galsworthy’s weariness,
to his dissympathy to my sort o f egotism, and also to D. H.
Lawrence’s criticism o f his work in a near scurrilous essay in a
book called Scrutinies, wherein a collection o f young writers, most
of them no good, attacked established elderly authors.
‘ 11 March 1933.
‘ Your letters make me laugh, and then think hard. Y ou are
really two entirely different people, and if only they could come
together what a book we should have !
‘ I didn’t answer because you said you were coming, and now
I am sorry you may not. I am away from Thursday to M onday
of next week, but constantly in the station for the rest.
* My R.A.F. life is very near its end : not to let it gutter away
I am leaving voluntarily next month. F or w hat ? Heaven
knows.’
Then in April it was necessary to walk along the South Devon
coast from the Dorset border to Plymouth, seeking material for a
guide book. (My particular book developed into farce and parody
o f conventional guide books.) On Friday evening, after a week o f
lone walking I crossed in the ferry from the quay to the R.A .F.
Cattewater, and on enquiry was given a letter.
‘ Your letter came this morning, and there was no way by which
I could catch you. So we miss each other. I have just left for
. Brigmerston, near Tidworth, to meet a mere Brigadier ; I would
have put him off, but it’s a second appointment, a “ duty crew ”
having short-circuited my last trip to him. I am so sorry.
‘ Return P.M. Sunday, about 7.30 I e x p e c t: and here till
Thursday afternoon.
‘ My R.A.F. time grows very short, and I have so much to do.’
A fortnight later, May 1953.
‘ Still Plymouth !
‘ Valedictory note in your last letter premature, I hope : the
R.A.F. still keep me on stretch, perpending to discharge me,
but hesitating : as soon as they know their minds, I shall be a t
peace again : and this summer I descend on Shallowford :
somehow and sometime.
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‘ I hope the guide -went easily. Devon has lovely bits, but the
Exmoor side is ten thousand times better than the S.
‘ I had a noble ride : Salisbury in 2 hours 26 mins : a splendid
bike, this one of mine. I slide past Alvisses
The year darkened, and just before Christmas he wrote again.
‘ I have a feeling you are not in England, despite those regular
notes in the Sunday Referee. . . . My life is still boats. I am
faint but persevering. Fourteen more months and my R.A.F.
status ceases -. alas. It is outworn already, but will nevertheless
be regretted.
‘ Lately I have re-read Tarka — and find the old mastery that
shocked and startled me in India. It is a fine book. You could
make Bradshaw interesting, if you edited it.
‘ I hope my feeling that you are unhappy is not true. Perhaps
you have given away too much of yourself not to feel poor :
and in that connexion, yet another “ life” of me is to appear
next year. Only these lives by third parties are external things.
They do not break the skin.
‘ Let us meet, when we are both free men, eventually ! ’
In the early spring of 1934 an unexpected invitation to visit
Georgia came, and an immediate decision to leave England. During
the past year there had been one good thing in the valley life —
chapter by chapter a novel about a group o f pilots in the Royal
Flying Corps had been arriving from a friend of faraway schooldays
who was very ill with tuberculosis. The book was exciting, a true
re-creation o f the past. By the sharpness of its focusing, and bite
o f its prose, the author had genius. I visited him in London once
o r twice ; he was poor ; and I felt that by the success or failure
o f his book would he live or die.
T.E. was stationed at Southampton. I wrote and asked if he
would be near the Berengaria at sailing time ; I wanted to ask
him the only favour I would ever ask him : to help into success
the forthcoming book, Winged Victory, by V. M. Yeates, which
Jonathan Cape had accepted, unread, on my recommendation.
‘ A line scribbled in haste — my only letter to anyone for a
long time, I am all boats-and-engines engrossed.
‘ Yes, your unhappy letter was very unhappy. I wondered
if I could do anything, but knew I couldn’t. In the end we are
all self-contained.
‘ I will try and see you on Wednesday, for a moment, if the
job will ease up for a little and let me cross the water. In case
I don’t see you — fare you well, and come back sometime, when
you feel you can. I ’m not the only one who draws pleasure to
himself from your work.
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‘ m sound Cape about the Air book, but will not promise
to say anything aloud about it. I’ve done so three or four times,
and learned to grow sick, each time, over what I ’ve said. It’s
no good yawping unintelligently for joy ; and impossible when
joyful to celebrate wisely 1 ’
The Berengaria was to sail at noon on the last day o f February,
1934. After missing each other in my cabin, we both went to the
gangway as the key-position on the boat.
He was standing, hands behind back, patiently, against a bulk
head. He wore overalls, splashed with the sea. His face was brickred, his eyes cornflower blue. H e looked like an elder, more
serious brother o f the man I ’d talked to in Georgeham five years
before. Again I had the illusion, formulated afterwards, th a t he
was as tall as myself, or rather, o f the non-difference in our sizes.
I wondered why no one had remarked the likeness o f his face and
head to Wagner’s. His eyes were an intensely deep, straight blue.
Those eyes saw without illusion. Something had gone from him ;
a spring uncoiled. Only deep sadness could have done that.
He glanced at me, then away, then back again, before staring
direct and saying in a voice soft with slight Irish brogue, “ Is it
you? You’ve changed. Y ou’re n o t so tall.” I thought his
voice was changed ; it had Bernard Shaw’s brogue, bu t clearer,
less Irish. I felt myself changing as we talked, felt myself growing
taller, the hollows in my face and the tautness on my cheekbones
and temples vanishing.
Other changes were apparent in him, too. He was now w ithout
shyness. His gaze was calm and direct, yet impersonal like the
gaze o f all well-mannered people. A paradox occurred to me :
he, so much the spirit o f good machinery, was an arom atic oil for
our machine age neurosis. A nd yet no paradox, because he-was
the truly modern man, who used machinery for enjoyment o f life,
while loving it.
It was so clear at this meeting how he affirmed sensitive people
to themselves ; he absorbed one’s shell or covering, and supplied
the small inner personal light with oxygen, so th a t from a flickering
glimmer it became for oneself a clear, bright flame. He to o k one’s
light from under the stifling bushel measure o f “ public opinion ” .
He had completely realised himself, he had become his true, or
limited, or simple self. So his friends felt not only safe with him,
but integrated. He was now an amalgam — quicksilver o f youth
and gold of realised experience.
He had thrown off his Joseph’s coat o f many colours, the
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chameleonic intakes, the labels and theories of perplexities of his
many acquaintances about himself, men lesser in penetration and
speed of sight. He had ceased to be “ a rare beast, will not breed
in captivity ” which Winston Churchill, that brilliant exponent
o f “ public opinion,” had insisted he must be. Through sympathy
and accommodation to the public opinionativeness of lesser men,
T. E. Lawrence had assumed a refracting and reflecting mask of
multi-strangeness. Like a small child who is told it is not very
strong, he had repeated, even believed, what he had been told about
himself. There is no man so helpless as a poet when his power is
not upon him. Life flows through the p o e t; in most people it
is checked, or made static, even stagnant, in childhood or youth.
Life becomes mere “ public opinion
But T. E. Lawrence was
fundamentally incorruptible ; and in the end he had dispossessed
himself of their opinions or warped images, and entered the strong
stream of normal life. He still could say, obliquely, “ I am a
chameleon ” .
“ On the contrary, you are a green grasshopper — on wheels.”
He laughed. He was normal. And yet underneath, I felt he
was not happy. Nor yet, unhappy. He was — homeless. He
did not really “ belong ” anywhere.
“ When you come back from America,” he said, “ you must
come to my cottage and I’ll come and live in your hill-top hut with
you, and we’ll swim, and walk, and pick nuts off the hedges, and lie
on our backs in the sandhills and do nothing, and think of nothing.
It’s no good thinking any more. One must do things with one’s
hands.” He half showed his hands an instant. “ Thought is
only good when it precedes action. Thought without action, is
frustration.”
While talking with him, a young man with an aloof yet courteous
expression on his pale face was moving slowly through the crowd
towards us ; and seeming, as he came nearer, to be his own ghost.
This was a friend whom I saw about twice a year — another
wanderer, pilgrim of thought. He was one of the most gracious
and understanding of men, an amusing writer with an accurate
sense of character and scene, and above all, a light touch.
He walked slowly towards us, his old battered Bavarian hat
stuck jauntily on the back of his head, his chin unshaven, his face
very thin. He had come to see me off to America ; only six days
before he had had an operation for the removal o f part o f the
intestines : physical ill-health due to spiritual worry. He was
SI
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still weak, but said nothing about it ; I didn’t then know that h e
had been in hospital. It was pleasing to realise that he and T.E.
got on well immediately. “ I remember your book. I read it.
It was a good book.” Then, with reference to something said
about Hugh Walpole’s criticism of James Hanley’s book Boy,
“ Hugh Walpole — what does he know about life? He lives in
a library.” Liddell H art’s book on “ T. E. Lawrence ” had ju st
been published. “ He makes it all fit in : afterwards : it didn’t
happen like that : but who will believe it n o w ? ”
I had brought half a bottle of champagne for John Heygate, and
one of tomato juice cocktail for T.E. ; but there was no time to
drink them. T.E. said, when I mentioned the wine, “ Thanks,
but I daren’t drink anything. One sip, and I go all dithery, and
utter the most awful rot.”
The difference between these two men was a difference in grade.
Both had had “ a hell o f a time,” escaping, as it were, from “ public
opinion ”. Both had learned to realise themselves in relation to
other men ; they were entirely conscious o f themselves ; but the
younger man, who was thirty, had not yet affirmed himself. He
was just too young for the W orld W ar in which “ T. E. Lawrence ”
became one of the legendary romantic figures. The sensitives o f
his generation were really the Lost Generation. They had all the
reaction of the Great W ar without any o f the action ; they had
only the mental repercussions.
While we were talking someone came diffidently to Lawrence,
and said, “ Excuse me, I ’m Cunard Publicity, may we take a photo
graph, please? O f course I understand if you’d rather we didn’t
9>

“ It would get me into trouble,” replied T. E. Shaw, indicating
his R.A.F. uniform, while Heygate and I started to talk to each
other about each other. “ They don’t like individual publicity.
I am sorry, but I must say no.”
“ Of course, sir, I understand,” and the young m an raised his
hat and rejoined two of his friends who stood by a tripod and camera
and sound apparatus among the passengers saying good-bye to
their friends. Eyes were now turned upon T, E. Lawrence.
He seemed to be fading. He was fading. H e was dulled out.
“ Good-bye, we’ll all meet a t the cottage, don’t forget,” h e
murmured, shook hands limply with me, and dissolved. His
“ Shelley’s trick of vanishing suddenly
was, I saw, a feeling
induced in his companions by the sudden withdrawal o f transm uted
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solar force. Things seemed to shrink — conversation, imagination,
hope — after he had gone. Heygate said, “ I notice how deliberately
he voids himself, for the service of others, while remaining entirely
himself. He has no eddies or backwaters of life or thought about
him — a streamlined mentality.”
I remained away until May 1934, spending most of the time'in
Georgia and Florida writing the autobiography, Sun in the Sands,
hoping thereby to slough the past and begin again. In England
Yeates was revising the proofs of Winged Victory, a re-creation of
life in a Camel squadron at Izel-le-Hameau. He wrote letters
•which were so sharply similar to those of T. E. Lawrence that I
sent some on,'to T.E., with a bag of pecan nuts from Augusta.
‘ I have spent the evenings of rather more than a week in
delightedly reading Winged Victory, the Yeates book. It is
admirable : admirable : admirable.
‘ . . . special pleasures. The feeling of flight, when they play
among the clouds, and spin the earth about their props. The
Archie play. The character-drawing, of Tom and of the other
familiar and developed pilots. The bigger his development the
better his draw ing___ I take it that much o f the book is
reality, including the hospital chapters. Some of the men-inthe-distance I recognise, faintly.
‘ A regret to me — the absence of the other ranks : but o f
course an officer never sees them.
‘ How fortunate the R.A.F. has been to collar for itself one
o f the most distinguished histories o f the war 1 And how
creditable that it deserves it.
‘ I’m afraid the book is too late for its public, and that it may
not be sufficiently sold to reward Yeates for his merit in writing it.
‘ Admirable, wholly admirable. An imperishable pleasure
All the time in Georgia and Florida ray thoughts were of
England; seeing the South as in a dream, writing all day in
cracker pants and sunglasses, trying to dissolve away in thought
the world of the past. In June, after my return to Devon, I
wrote to T.E. asking him to come any time he wished with
o u t notice.
‘ . . . a-splendid surprise. I-had somehow imagined you settled
in America for months. The letter, the cotton bale, the excellent
nuts (I eat one per week, ritually, as I visit my cottage where they
are stored) had all confirmed me in,that feeling of your being
gone.
‘ I dislike people going very far away. They seem to lose.their
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actuality, their roots. I fancy that contact with plain men,
one’s equals, is a necessity for mental health. They “ place ” us.
‘ I should like to come to your valley-country : b u t . . .in
any hours that I can snatch between the boats I must visit my
cottage, for that half-ruin and wholly unfinished place m ust be
cleaned up enough, by this winter, to act “ hom e ” to me in the
spring. March n e x t; exit o f T.E.S. from the A ir Force : very
sad, I think, this freedom will be at first : b u t then it should be
a safe feeling, to have the house to live in, w ithout rule (I have,
never had any sort of house o f my own before) and there are so'
many things I have not yet done, that I can hardly be lonely or
bored.
‘ I’m not, I think, a lonely person : though often and generally
alone. There is a distinction. I like your hypothesis to explain
my character, by the way. It has experience behind it, I fancy.
For myself, I do not know. I measure myself against the fellows
I meet and work with, and find myself ordinary company, but
bright and sensible. Almost I would say popular !
‘ D on’t vex yourself over Walpole o r Shanks or Hanks o r
Banks : or vex yourself only because they discourage your
book-buyers. Or do they ? The best way to sell a novel was
to persuade the Bishop of London to preach against it. I can
conceive Hugh Walpole being second-best. I fancy writers get
so wrapped up in their own sort o f writing, th at they find all
variations from it bad. A t least, they seem to me to m ake poor
critics of contemporary stuff. You write almost disarmingly
well. You write better than Richard Jefferies, splendid fellow
though he was : better for me, that is : I feel m ore heart and
see less eye, in you. You look for the unusual, he for the average.
O f course he had an awful life. N o Alvis, no country content
ment, or comfort, anyhow. Few concerns aside from earning,
and no war to light his background. W e learned a lot in those
years, which makes us immemorially older and wiser than the
old or the young.
‘ Stop burbling ? All right, I’ll stop. Let’s get back to
history. I am discharged from the R .A.F. (my life, almost)
next March : and cannot make even the ghost o f plans for
afterwards. There is my cottage in Dorsetshire (Clouds Hill,
Moreton, Dorset) on the heath ju st north o f Bovington Camp,
between Dorchester and Wareham. I’ll have to go there, for
my savings have not been very successful ; I ’ll have only 25/a week. So I must sit under my own roof, and do nothing till
I want to do something. Is that a programme ?
‘ I hope an Alvis may visit me, for if you ever go to England
(sic) via S. Dorset is not much further than via the Plain. In
my cottage is no food, and no bed. A t nightfall there is a flea
bag, and I lay it on the preferred patch o f floor in either room.
The ground-room is for books, and the stair-room is for music :
music being the trade-name for a gramophone and records.
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There are five acres o f rhododendrons and fires every evening
from their sticks. It sounds to me all right for living, but then
so does your valley — yet you often throw yourself angrily away
from it. Well, we shall see. But bring your own food. I shall
have no cooking. It smells in so small a house. A tiny house.
N o water near, alas 1
‘ As I said, at the beginning, I have the advantage of you,
for when I want a word with Henry Williamson, it is wily the
stretching of an arm to a shelf. If I want him objective, there’s
T a rka ; subjective, there’s The Pathway or Falcon or Dream
o f Women. I feel greedy, at having so much of so many people
(though, not the half I should have had. Books have gone from
my hands wholesale while my back was turned. My cottage
holds only the rags of a collection) and at liking them so much
without making a return. (By the way, did I ever lend you the
typescript o f my R.A.F. book? Surely I did, poor return though
it is.) Sometimes I sit on my chair amidst the books, afraid to
open any o f them, not having earned it. If only I could write
like I read.
‘ Stop burbling again? All right, but this sea rushing and
sliding in my ears won’t stop. My room is a tower-room, over
the harbour wall, and the waves roll all'day like green swiss rolls
over the yellow sand, till they hit the wall and run back like
spinning rope. I want to walk out in the wind and the wet,
like at Clouds Hill, and can’t, for my land-lady’s sake.
‘ Keep cheerful. And let us meet after my R.A.F. life is
ended.
‘ Yours,
‘ T.E.S.’
A few days later V. M. Yeates (“ Wingless Victor,” as he signed
his letters) died. I had promised to go and see him, two hundred
miles away, and always something seemed to prevent it — some
thing o f my formless self, for I was entirely free to come and go as
I pleased. A t last I set out in the Silver Eagle to the Fairlight
hospital near Hastings in Sussex ; and when I arrived the matron
said, “ Are you the friend Mr. Yeates was always hoping to see?
I am sorry, but you are too late ; he died this morning.”
‘ In a racing hurry : — the death of Yeates strikes me as a
direct loss to m yself: queer, for I’d never met him. Thank
heaven you got him delivered of that book, while he could. It
would have been tragic for him, if he had died and the tale not
recorded. I hope some of the book-papers will see what has
been lost. I recommend his book to everybody likely, as I
meet them, and find a general agreement that it is unsurpassed,
o f its kind. Does he leave dependents, in difficulty ? I hope
not, for there is no money in Winged Victory. Too good by half.’
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I felt, weakly, that Victor Yeates had died before he heed
have died. I wrote an elegy for him, very much as I am
doing now for Lawrence o f A rabia, only the article on
Wingless Victor was tragic, because circumstances were against
him, although he never lost heart, he never gave way to
sadness.
;
‘ Thank you (wrote T.E.) for your article upon Yeates. I
suppose it was too late : but one reads it with a sense o f shame.
He ought not to have been let die. The book would have helped
him in time, for I ’m sure it will go to some thousands in the end.
The big seller makes its bang and drops dead : the slowly growing
sale lasts for years and brings in as much, eventually. I cannot
see Winged Victory dying short.
‘ How about his wife and children? They are m ore than half
the tragedy. Is there any prospect o f help for them ?
‘ You must do something about Yeates (this article o r a recast
of it) in your next volume o f miscellanies. The picture you draw
of him is very good, and his own letters help o u t your sense.
The poor chap. I wish we had been able to do something. It
was good o f you to offer him the means to go south, for you
haven’t anything to spare. In such cases I fancy the south is
only a last illusion, so perhaps he was right to say no.
‘ I cannot think o f anything at the moment. It was (it is)
so good a book.
‘ Yours
‘ T.E.S. .
‘ One month to go 1 I can feel it happening now.’
The world knows the end of the story. B ut let me hold my
thread of the tapestry of human friendship fo r a little while longer.
T. E. Shaw was discharged finally from the R.A.F., and went to
live at his cottage on Egdon Heath. A t once he set to w ork with
his hands, completing a glass-covered swimming bath among the
rhododendrons, and beginning the building o f a small bungalow
near it for the use o f a friend, a local m an who helped with the
gardening and work about the house : Crusoe and man Friday.
Was he happy? No man, working with hands, is unhappy. N ot
for him the worried brow o f responsibility, the hollowness o f
political position, the wrinkled foreheads o f the white faces o f
Whitehall. In the peak o f his power he had measured himself
against the world’s leaders a t Versailles ; and seen nothing there,
except selfishness, finesse, and frustration. Literary ambition?
He had learned, swiftly as he learned all else, that the mortifications
of authorship were equal to the aspiration o f creation ; and only
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th e mortifications endured. As for fame, it was embarrassment,
people saying unnatural things to him, people staring, people being
pretentious, people being bad-mannered, people being inquisitive,
people treating him as something different, people’s attitudes
distorting him from his true self. He had built his house of self
on the rock o f simplicity, not on the sand of personal ambition ;
he wanted to live as a boy wants to live. Wise man : rock-like
sagacity, which word is interchangeable with the abused word
humanity. How the family man, with a hundred domestic details
to distract and irritate him every day, dependent on an unnatural
-practice of sitting still several hours out of the sun, forcing his
vitality into his brain and striving to imagine things, to be turned
into words, words, words : for money — how he envied the
freedom o f T. E. Shaw !
So one May morning he flung down his pen and went to the
garage, and looked at the long low length of the Alvis car. Better
■first to send a letter : or simply to turn up : which? He wrote a
letter. Now this was quite an occasion, he thought — perhaps
the beginning of a friendship t h a t . . . for it was time something
was done about the pacification of Europe through friendship and
fearless common sense. The spirit o f resurgent Europe must not
he allowed to wither, to change to a thwarted rage of power. With
Lawrence o f Arabia’s name to gather a meeting of ex-Service men
in the Albert Hall, with his presence and stimulation to cohere
into unassailable logic, the authentic mind of the war generation
com e to power of truth and amity, a whirlwind campaign which
w ould end the old fearful thought of Europe for ever. So that
the sun should shine on free men !
He must go at once to Egdon Heath and tell the only man in
England who could bring it about. So he wrote a letter saying he
would arrive and bring his own food.
The answer came by telegram.
‘ 11.25 a.m. 13 May 1935
‘ Williamson Shallowford Filleigh
‘ Lunch tuesday wet fine cottage 1 mile north Bovington Camp
‘ Shaw ’
Returning on his motor-cycle from the Camp post office, whither
he had gone specially to send that telegram, “ T. E. Lawrence”
crashed and broke his head, and knew nothing more, save o f '
strange suns beyond Arabia, beyond the human shores of the world.
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While he lay unconscious in the small military hospital o f corru
gated iron at Bovington Camp — the body with bound head was
being turned over and tilted every hour in the hope o f running off
saliva and phlegm which was congesting one lung — many news
paper men waited there. A t first all information, although there
wasn’t much to give, was withheld from the press : causing,
ironically, the opposite of what his friends and relations desired —
an intense interest in T. E. Shaw’s'condition, in his cottage, in his
recent life. Had he recovered and become normal once more,
an ordinary unmolested life at his home would have been impossible.
Everyone in England knew o f that cottage. Once started, the
news-value of the accident increased like a snowball rolled down
a white slope. The more popular, wealthier newspapers began to
compete for sensational material. The Daily Express, his evil
genius, came out with a front-page story o f “ Strange Tales ” —
“ wild speculations ” — “ Lawrence not in hospital at a l l ” — “ a
trick while he slips out o f England on a secret service mission ” —
“ mysterious heath fires near his woodland cottage, set ablaze
by sinister agents o f foreign chancelleries ” to destroy his “ secret
books and papers ” — “ Britain in peril if Lawrence dies, for in
his brain alone are stored our war plans ” . The Daily Express
after enumerating these “ local rum ours,” then declared itself
“ able to give a categorical denial to them ” . That was not difficult,
since they had been raised up in order to fall flat only in its
flamboyant columns.
Some o f the war friends o f Lawrence o f Arabia — for th at name
is now history — foregathered in vigil on the dark brown heath o f
pine and gravel and rhododendron, and o n the Saturday o f their
hero’s crisis one saw, with a slight shock, faces known before only in
Revolt in the Desert, but faces tempered by the! years’ thought and
quietness, men who looked back through the desert o f Time to th a t
which always shone brighter in lengthening memory. After greet
ing, it seemed fit that the newcomer, from another world, should
travel on. “ He will recover,” they said. “ Yes, he will recover.”
It seemed that he could not die ; other men died, b u t not Lawrence
of Arabia. But in the night the pulse suddenly lost itself, and
recovered in alarm, irregularly. Oxygen and injections of adrenalin
were given the body ; the brain was already cut off from life.
In the morning his pulse had sunk to a trickle, “ scarce notating
the passing of time,” as the dying Jefferies wrote o f his own pulse ;
and they knew his hour was upon him. That was a moment o f
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deepest shock : the strong, proud star falling from its orbit. Now
his spirit was fighting for its final freedom. “ In the end we are all
self-contained.” A few minutes after eight o’clock, on 19 May,
1935, there was a check in the struggle, the least fluttering sigh.
So he died ; and is immortal with the shining of the sun upon
“ plain men, his equals ” .
The foregoing, as was explained earlier on, was written in 1936.
Now follows what I write this year of 1954, on the last day o f
January. I have seen neither proofs nor copy o f Aldington’s
biography. But I do know some of the contradictions which have,
apparently, been checked and cross-checked by the biographer who,
like Mr. Somerset Maugham, comes of a legal family. It is not,
of course, a biographer’s business to plead specially for any weakness
or lightness or levity in his subject’s character. Tennyson’s beautiful
lyrics were the essence of Alfred Tennyson the man : not the
“ public opinion ” o f Victorianism which prompted the long
emasculated idylls, or the pornographic verse of suppressed
haremism which came forth for equipose.
It is, to me, a fact (as I have stated in an earlier part o f this account)
that after strenuous and Concentrated mental work men of extreme
sensibility have a nervous over-running, especially in the company
o f those of whom they are not sure ; when, if they are not schooled
in social training, they are liable to “ dither” .
“ One sip, and I go all dithery, and utter the most awful rot.”
Oh my dear “ T.E.,” how reassuring it was to hear that from you 1
Reassurance indeed from an older, wiser man (that amalgam o f
gold and quicksilver, where, before, he had been beaten gold-leaf,
or quicksilver) to my so-often dithery self, so many times in the
past mixing fact and fiction from a sense of fun, o r need to escape
from feelings of inferiority in the company of people who were not
o f one’s own wave-length, people not truly or essentially them
selves. My very dear “ T.E.,” I can hear now, in this hut over
looking the Atlantic, the tones o f the slight brogue from your
Irish father o f County Meath : you who were and are what Shakes
peare called a golden lad, a veritable son of love, not of shadow
or hate like your counterpart D. H. Lawrence. I, not being a
child of harmonious parents, used to think that a child of love
was a whole person, who never dithered, or suffered in the mind
because in childhood the formative hero-image was dulled out,
so that in compensation (as the psychologists say) a fiction is
invented.
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Dear Lawrence o f Arabia, “ world’s imp ” as the imaginative
Arabs called you (and they knew !) did your imagination fizz over
a t times? Did you cry down your own solid achievements (if
war-time acts are ever solid) and dismiss as failure what contacting
men, the legitimate and the caste-marked, praised, since so often
you fell, in your own must-be-better eyes, below the standards you
had set yourself? Does the stalk which rises above other stalks
in a field o f barley fall o f its own exuberance, from too much
nitrogen, as a barley-bright mind dithers after one glass o f whisky
in the bar of Shepheard’s Hotel in Cairo following days o f radiant
sand and torturing' eye-blink ? Were you conscious underneath
your dither, despite the Arab robes, o f that name o f convenience,
“ Lawrence ” ? Is that the real reason why you refused all decora
tions? Were you afraid that one day one of those newspapers,
making money by sensation, might risk an action foT libel, and
print a photograph o f your birth certificate? Did you, in fear,
instinctively use words to conceal your true self, which was o f the
quality of gold beaten so fine th at it quivers in stillest air and is
near-transparent? Did you blurt out startling “ fa c ts” to break
a constriction with unclear people? Was it fun, Irish blarney, to
embroider a tale you did not really want to tell, always because of
the haunting need to conceal the “ reality ” o f Ned Lawrence
who, with no real glee and certainly with dread, had become the
Lowell Thomasian Uncrowned King o f A rabia? Were your
“ facts ” flung out anyhow and anywhere, because in truth the whole
thing to you was “ balls ” ? In the sense th at V. M. Yeates, who
wrote the classic of the R.A.F., Winged Victory, when asked to
write a book about his post-war business experience, replied “ If
I wrote what you ask it would be hopelessly libellous. It would
begin, ‘ Life is Big Business, Fornication, and D e a th ’.”
“ A rare beast, does not breed in captivity,” said Sir Winston
Spencer Churchill o f your true self. G od save us all from the
truth that is not multi-lateral 1 The world has seen enough o f
partisan truth. Which is, no doubt, muddled thinking ; but
Shakespeare, who created Hamlet as well as Prospero, Ariel, and
Puck, would know what I try to explain. A nd you, I think, would
be the last person to blame any biographer who accepted a contract
job and then did his best to say what happened. (Though if it has
been said this time in the way that it did happen that will be a
wonderful thing.) Let the critic who has never slurred o r twisted
in his own life throw the first stone.
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sena to r

McCa r t h y

To the Editor of The European ■
Sir,
It strikes me that some of your comments on Senator McCarthy,
on page 3 of your April issue, badly miss the point. We should
all be willing to admit that there is nothing wrong with “ asking
questions ” — this is certainly a time in which a great many
questions need to be asked, and many o f them are bound to be
unpopular ones. But exactly what is a man like Senator McCarthy
doing to the climate of opinion, to the spirit of freedom necessary
in order that anyone may feel free to ask questions? I would
contend that the Senator is doing his best to make it impossible
for anybody except Senator McCarthy to ask any questions at
all ; far from contributing to a sense of liberty which will allow
all of us to question even the most basic of our national actions,
he is well on the way to preventing all such questioning. He is,
in fact, asserting, not seriously questioning. Our complaint isnot that he is “ too rough ” ; our complaint is that he is unjust,
mistaken, ignorant and amoral. Furthermore, he has done almost
nothing about finding any real live communists, which is his supposed
excuse. He is dangerous exactly for the reason which you seem
to use in his favour — but we need to turn the reason round : he
is dangerous because he is not helping us ask questions ; he is
rapidly killing all possibility of our asking sensible, intelligent,
calm and necessary questions.
About your Mr. Herbert Morrison I know almost nothing, so
I am not trying to deny the validity of your argument supporting
him. I agree also that this is a time for action, not polite manners.
But this is not a time for wild, unfounded storms of wrath directed
toward purely political ends. We need a storm, but not one o f
this kind.
Yours, etc.,

Carl F. Hartman.
English Department,
Cornell University,
Ithaca, N.Y., U.S.A.
15 April, 1954.

,
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THE SITE OF EASTER
To the Editor of The European
Sir,
A. J. Neaine, writing of the garden tomb at Jerusalem, mentions
its “ guardian who fiercely believes that the Arab occupation from
A.d . 637 to 1948 confers a worse title to the possession of Palestine
than Saul’s erection of a semi-savage and short-lived kingdom
early in the second Iron A ge” .
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There have been English rulers and settlers in Ireland for seven
centuries and the English language has now largely supplanted
Gaeilge, or Irish, just as Arabic supplanted Aramaic ; but does
that make the Irish people English? Were the latter race called
Franks after 1066?
The Jewish tenure of Palestine did not begin or end with Saul’s
kingdom, which was probably no more “ semi-savage ” than its
contemporaries. The Jews were not completely annihilated in
Palestine by the ruthless Romans, for there were many massacred
in Jerusalem, along with-Moslems, by the equally ruthless Crusaders
some centuries later. Even those devout ruffians, however, did
not exterminate the community whom modern Israelites call Old
Palestinians.
■ What is an Arab ? Strictly speaking, he is a Semite o f Arabian
origin, one of the people called Ishmaelites in the Bible. He is
lean, virile and bearded, not fat, soft and clean-shaven, like the
volatile, mercenary, unwarlike Levantine types, both Christian and
Moslem, encountered anywhere between Alexandretta and Alex
andria. This breed probably owes its obesity and other character
istics (apart from the curved nose, which is Armenian) to the
ancient Hamitic stock of Egypt. Intermixed with it are people
who owe their blue or grey eyes and fair colouring to such divers
ancestors as the Gaels of ancient Galatia, Circassians, and other
Aryan converts to Islam, crusaders, Christian slaves and Austral
asians. There are also many Kurds (Saladin was one), Armenians,
Greeks, Maltese, descendants o f Turkish soldiers and devotees of
Yezidism, a Persian sect. There are Arabs in Jordan and p art o f
Iraq, but for the rest one must look to the Arabian peninsular
(not so much the towns, which contain many negroes, people
from what is now Pakistan, and even Indonesians) and northern
Africa (apart from regions inhabited by Berbers, Tauregs, Egyptians,
Somalis and other Hamites).
Mr. Neame, who is clearly no Zionist, suggests th at everyone
save the Jews regards Jerusalem as the centre o f the universe.
The Jews have signified their traditional regard for it above all
other cities by recently moving their government there from Tel
Aviv. To many Christians, however, it appears to have been
largely supplanted by Rome. Orthodox, Coptic, and lesser sub
divisions o f the Church honour the birthplace o f their faith, but
Protestants aye sundered nationally, like the Orthodox. One
hears of priests who have made a racket o f it all, peddling spurious
relics. The pilgrimages to Mecca, which are of pre-M ohammedan
origin, are also a happy hunting-ground for predatory types who
rob pilgrims and sometimes leave them on sandbanks to drown.
So far as I know, Judaism does not thus defile its heartland.
Yours, etc.,
P atrick J. N. Bury.
Ballymountain House,
Waterford, Eire.
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NATIONAL DEFENCE AND A
NEW SPIRIT
T o the Editor of The European.
Sir,
From personal experience I could not agree more with the views
expressed by “ European ” in his suggested Alternative Defence
Plan. His arguments concerning recruiting and for a “ new
spirit ” in the Regular Army are especially true. The average
regular soldier (I do not include as “ regular ” the National
Serviceman who serves the extra year to gain improved standards
o f pay and to avoid further Territorial Army service after de
mobilisation) is frankly disillusioned by continually having to act
as instructor for a mass of half trained, ever changing conscripts,
instead of serving side by side as a “ family ” with fellow profession
als in his own Regiment or Corps. Neither is he attracted by the
knowledge — especially in the case of married men — that he may
be posted to the farthest point o f the globe at a moment’s notice.
But one must not forget the National Serviceman’s point of view
in the matter. Called up in the early prime of his life and forced
to spend two irksome years in a profession which — in the vast
majority of cases — has little or no bearing on his future civilian
occupation, he is bound to lack enthusiasm for soldiering. Nor
can he become an efficient and fully trained soldier in two years.
The time allowed for N.S. training is insufficient to meet present
day defence requirements ; the system should be changed and
conscripts replaced by volunteers if we are to gain full value from
existing manpower.
But what then would be the answer to the problem of obtaining
purely voluntary recruits for National Defence? Broadly speaking,
it will depend on the following :—
(1) Carrying out the policy suggested [by European and
drastically cutting down our overseas commitments, and con
centrating our forces nearer Europe. A strength of 250,000
long-service personnel would be sufficient to meet reduced
requirements, and on the human level it would reduce the
uncertainty o f sudden postings and bring much needed
stability.
(2) Ensuring that the Regular Army of the future is extremely
mobile, specialist trained, superbly disciplined and highly
paid. This should attract the adventurous individualist
needed for modern conditions of warfare rather than the
present “ unemployable ” of the Welfare State.
(3) Providing the “ new spirit ” by ruthlessly weeding out
(in operational units, at least) the dead growth of pre-war
elderly Regimental officers strangling initiative and enthusiasm.
(In most cases, having no possibility of further promotion,
they remain solely to complete their service for a pension.)
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This would do much to lessen the policy o f old fashioned
“ barrack square automata ” still prevalent even today.
(4) Bringing back the wartime method o f promotion by
merit and not by age and service. This would give every
incentive to young soldiers to prove their worth by results,
and not by their seniority position in the Army List.
(5) Allowing commissioned rank to be really open to any
soldier who has shown the necessary qualities o f leadership.
This has occurred in Corps requiring technicians b u t it is still
a rarity to find non-Public School Regular officers in Cavalry
and Infantry Regiments. It is still a candidate’s speech, or his
school, that is taken as prim ary. consideration by selection
boards or by Colonels of Regiments (who in the majority o f
cases commenced their service pre-1914). Die-Hards never
change unless forced to by overwhelming circumstances."
(6) Building decent modern barracks and providing guaran
teed habitable, sanitary quarters for married personnel where
soever they may be stationed. And, above all, by supplying
soldiers with a decent uniform for “ walking-out ” . (I know
. o f cases where men have been measured numerous times
for their long promised No. 1 Dress since 1947 and still it has
not been issued.) This would surely restore a little o f the old
pride that is so badly needed and provide — for a start a t least
— an impetus to the “ new spirit ” that the arm y o f the future
will- require.
The British Regular Army with this “ new spirit ” would set a
superb example to other contingents in the forthcoming European
Army, and take pride of place in safeguarding our European home
land and our future Euro-African Empire.
Yours, etc.,
CENTURION.
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